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Elisa Abatsis is a creator of plays, poems, and stories. Her plays have been seen throughout New
York City. Her poetry and prose have been published in various literary journals, including
Burning Word and McSweeney's Internet Tendency. Elisa lives in Massachusetts, where she is
currently hard at work on her first novel.
Hussain Ahmed is a Nigerian writer, a lover of arts and a welder of words. He's an alumnus of
2015 Ake fiction writing workshop, his poems are published/forthcoming in Kalahari Review,
Praxis magazine, Tuck magazine, Atlas poetica, African Writer and elsewhere.
Goirick Brahmachari is a writer based in New Delhi, India. He hails from Silchar, Assam. His
first volume of poetry, For the Love of Pork, was published from Les Editions du Zaporogue,
Denmark in January 2016.
Anindita Das is lazy, a day dreamer and a habitual procrastinator. When she is not reading, she
is writing and vice versa. When she is doing neither, she is teaching English literature to a bunch
of thoroughly disinterested students. Whenever she can steal time, she escapes to the hills of
North Bengal. She currently lives and writes from Calcutta.
Tolu Daniel is a writer, essayist and occasional photographer. He also serves as an Assistant
Editor and Social Media Associate with Afridiaspora Webzine. A recipient of the Ake Festival
Master class for Creative Short Fiction certificate in 2013 and a Writivism Creative Writing
Workshop Alumni for 2014 and 2015. Tolu Daniel 's works have been featured in the Muwado
Hub, the African Writer, Saraba Magazine, Afridiaspora, Waza Africa just to mention a few. He
lives in Abeokuta and can be found on twitter via @iamToluDaniel. He is currently working on
his first novel.
Keisha Lynne Ellis is a writer living in The Bahamas. More of her work can be found in PANK,
Tongues of the Ocean and at drunkgenie.com. She can be contacted at klynne.ellis@gmail.com.
Brenda Mann Hammack teaches at Fayetteville State University, The Poetry Barn, and the
Eckleburg Workshops. She is the author of Humbug: A Neo-Victorian Fantasy in Verse, which
was released by Misty Publications in 2013. Hammack's poetry can be found in Menacing
Hedge, Gargoyle Magazine, A capella Zoo, Rhino, Mudlark, Arsenic Lobster, The Golden Key,
Life and Legends, and Bone Bouquet. Her current project is a collection of short stories, based
on the Pendle witchcraft trials of 1612. Already published selections include “Afflicted by
Spirits” (in a previous issue of Elsewhere Lit) and “Alisoun Device and the Black Dog” (in
Papercuts). A third story is forthcoming in a special issue on “Folk,” compiled by Anthropoid:
The Collective. Hammack edits Glint Literary Journal, which will release its seventh issue in fall
2016. (www.glintjournal.wordpress.com)
Deirdre Hines is an award winning poet and playwright. She was the first woman to win the
coveted Stewart Parker Award for Best New Play in 1992 with her play 'Howling Moons, Sons'.
Other plays include 'Dreamframe', 'A Moving Destiny', 'Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time,'
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'Borrowed Days' and 'Golden Moon.' 'Howling Moons, Silent Sons' was published by New Island
Books in 'Fishamble Pigsback first plays' in 2002. She was shortlisted for The Patrick Kavanagh
Award in 2010, and won the Listowel Poetry Collection Prize in 2011. New Island Books
published The Language of Coats in 2012, her first collection of poetry. New poems have been
published by Abridged, Deep Water Literary Journal, Boyne Berries, The Lake, The Bombay
Review, Three Drops From A Cauldron, The Screech Owl, The Derry Post, The Donegal
Collection and s.w.collective. You can listen to her read some of her poems by clicking on the
Youtube
link
on
www.deirdrehines.com
She
blogs
at
www.alllanguageisastoryofforestblogspot.com. She has been the judge of the Children's Poetry
Competition for North West Words for the past three years. She is delighted to be appearing in
Elsewhere.
Fabienne Josaphat is the author of Dancing in the Baron’s Shadow, a debut novel recently
mentioned in The Root’s list of Books by Black Authors To Look Out For in 2016. Her fiction,
non-fiction and poetry have been featured in The Master’s Review, Grist Journal, Damselfly,
Hinchas de Poesia, Off the Coast Journal and The Caribbean Writer, as well as in Eight Miami
Poets, a Jai-Alai Books poetry anthology. She lives in Miami.
Kim Peter Kovac works nationally and internationally in theater for young audiences with an
emphasis on new play development and networking. He tells stories on stages as producer of
new plays, and tells stories in writing with lineated poems, prose poems, creative non-fiction,
flash fiction, haiku, haibun, and microfiction, with work appearing or forthcoming in print and
on-line in journals including The Journal of Compressed Creative Arts, Red Paint Hill,
Elsewhere, Frogpond, Mudlark, and Counterexample Poetics. He is fond of avant-garde jazz,
murder mysteries, contemporary poetry, and travel, and lives in Alexandria, VA, with his bride,
two Maine Coon cats, and a Tibetan Terrier named Finn. www [dot] kimpeterkovac [dot] tumblr
[dot] com
Tennae Maki is a weekend writer that works for an architecture firm. She holds a Master's
degree in Art History, where she studied architecture zines and urban planning. She is also the
audio archivist for a Brooklyn-based arts radio station. Her work has been published in numerous
print and digital literary journals, including; 491, Spillway, Eunoia Review, Futures Trading, The
Bicycle Review, Lone Star Poetry Magazine, and Belleville Park Pages.
Momtaza Mehri is a poet currently in conversation with biomedicine, inheritance and her
particular brand of transnational baggage. Her work has been featured and is forthcoming in
Hard Food, Puerto Del Sol, Elsewhere, Cecile's Writers, Bone Banquet and other delights. She
co-edits the digital space Diaspora Drama and has been shortlisted for the 2016 Brunel African
Poetry Prize and Plough Prize. Laugh with her @ruffneckrefugee.
Kushal Poddar is widely published in several countries, prestigious anthologies included Men
In The Company of Women, Penn International MK etc and featured in various radio programs
in Canada and USA and collaborated with photographers for an exhibition at Venice and with
performers for several audio publications . He is a lawyer and an English teacher presently living
at Kolkata and writing poetry, fictions and sketching for an art-poem book. He authored, The
Circus Came To My Island (Spare Change Press, Ohio) and A Place For Your Ghost Animals
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(Ripple Effect Publications, Colorado Springs) and his forthcoming book is Herding My
Thoughts To The Slaughterhouse.
Arjun Rajendran is into tokusatsu, witchcraft and comics, amongst other things. He writes from
the San Francisco Bay area.
Tanuj Solanki's fiction has appeared in The Caravan, Daily News & Analysis, BL Ink, and
numerous others; poetry has appeared in Vayavya. His first novel, Neon Noon, is due in July

2016.
Ojo Taiye is a young Nigerian who uses poetry as a handy tool to hide his frustration with the
society. He is currently a youth corps member serving in Benue state, Nigeria.
An alumna of Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism,
Katie Toth has contributed to National Public Radio, the Village Voice and VICE Canada. You
can find her on Twitter at <a href="http://twitter.com/kat_toth"> @kat_toth.
Ajise Vincent is an economist and social researcher based in Lagos, Nigeria. His works have
appeared or are forthcoming at The Bond Street Review, Indiana Voice Journal, Jawline Review,
Jalada, Ink, Sweat & Tears, Chiron Review, Asian Signature, Ann Arbor Review, Yellow Chair
Review, Bombay Review, Snapdragon: a journal of art & healing, The Cadaverine, Souvenir
literary journal, Birmingham Arts Journal, Sentinel Quarterly & various literary outlets. He is a
recipient of the Eriata Oribhabor poetry prize 2015. He loves coffee, blondes & turtles.
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AJISE VINCENT

TESTAMENTS OF WAR
“...insomuch as that field is called in
their proper tongue, aceldama, that is
to say, the field of blood”
~Acts 1: 19b
beside the cathedral made with fire
& the aftermaths of war. i saw a boy
whose body had been graced by
autographs of sufferance. he told certain
mysteries that purged my heart of
any form of balkiness; he told me
war was necessary for the rise of capitalism
-- the economic system that adores the torn pockets
of the bourgeoisie with peanuts; he told me
nutrition was a luxury – a death sentence
bartered only for life & blood;
he told me aceldama dines with us
& not even the blood diamonds & pleas of
the powers that be could prevent its reincarnation
: the revenge of the innocent whose
blood where spilled on the sands of time
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DRAW

she thought she could curb the rage
of his ego, so she drew blood from
statues, mixed it with the storms of
his heart & adored his head with garlands
that smelt of sea. & fresh crabs seeing green.
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ARJUN RAJENDRAN

UMBRELLA BADGERS
For days on end, I eyed our big Umbrella, and imagined
rafting the backwaters behind my house, couched
in its U. In my storybook, the badger couple
--one in a frock, the other in dungarees—helped
their Umbrella find adventure. My pet,
the pink crab, prepared itself to ride on my shoulder;
under my straw hat, use stars to navigate the unknown.
I was serious about this crazy dream till the day my father got
home later than usual, from his lakeside office. A sanctuary
where ducks migrated in from Siberia and Pac-Man
floppies hatched snake eggs. The defeat on his face was
for the car they pulled out of the lake: everything
pointed to drugs. That night, I hugged my pillow;
wanted it to soak up all the torture in my head, its inability
to reconcile the surface of that magnificent lake
with the boys beneath it, slamming brakes, struggling
with ignition, hoping to somehow turn their coffin into submarine.
And above their drowning, a plenitude of ducks charmed
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by summer. Its two inhabitants became my badgers.
The Umbrella wore a powerless look-its engine had sunk; in
its head, it was always raining. Inside its yellow bucket,
my crab sounded like a suicide note relayed in morse code.
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IGLOO
It was my father’s idea to saw the ball in half, glue
tidy cotton slabs like an intuitive inuit.
A tunnel of cardboard elongated the entrance-its tobacco
origins still awake. I sat the igloo near a mosquito
coil, affectioned it all night. In the rubber’s darkness,
my pretense admitted a lamp slowly burning whale oil.
I carry my daughter into its light, show her the blood
glistening on the spear’s tip. We are among
the last families. As we’re waiting to drown, I wish
to see her take an igloo to school, win the first prizea pencil box, maybe even a cycle; it’ll overwhelm her
to approach that sunny dais and claim her triumph.
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HUSSAIN AHMED
BROTHERHOOD
Before we raced
To the ark of Noah
Before Abraham led his son
To the hills
With a sharp knife
Together
We rally
When she eats the banned fruit
Look at your shadow
Not
The mirror
We are brothers from Eden
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OJO TAIYE
SPOOLS OF LIFE
Under the orange tree
the old vulture was interred
To tell a thousand tale
to vein flapping ears
about the vagaries
of our fleeting moments
never to forget
the season of
crack lips
and the blustering moans
of the Sahara wind
when we become lopped branches
singing the melodies of
specters under sod
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MOMTAZA MEHRI
NAMING//
He lives in italics. Dance around him. All that slope in a name must mean suffering
Or camps or hunger
Or something else gnarled and bottomless. Never I am grateful
For this juice dripping down my chin
Or his lion-head in my lap,
Or I am finding it hard to give up meat
Or she’s two weeks late.
A teacher pronounces it Sarah. Every letter omitted is one less
hole riddling
a neck’s arch. Not Sahro, Zahara, Zuhra. Sarah.
Cut-glass. A blade dripping
with fat. Smoooooooth like a Teddy Pendergrass song.
Three syllables more and brows will raise, hearts close with flytrap quickness.
Digest her. Fit her into a mouth
closing into a boarded-up street.
Slip down a throat, slick
and neat.
I was born feet first. A father named me Sundus.
Then, another name,
royal this time, his Mughal princess,
a birthmark pinching Mongolian blue at her wrist.
Rorschach-test babygirl.
He bought me the doll I ached for, the first.
A blonde, always a blonde.
I thumbed the glass of a TV screen, saw a crush
of light, thousands crying outside a palace,
held the plastic siren in my lap,
and called her Diana.
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THE SAG
Omar’s sirwaal is ever-baggy. Pick it up, mama would say, waryaa you look like a street boy on heat.
He would argue, until the reach of her hands proved fatal. Looped each finger inside a denim
buckle, lifting upwards. The sky hoisted up on the seventh day. Pull up your pants and they won’t
shoot. Pull up your pants, turn Mohammed into Mo. Remind him he is no longer boy. Was never,
will never be boy enough, small enough.
Yallah!
A sky is a hole within a hole. A trail of hair shaped into a singular tear, finer than sugar refined, back
home it’s bigger than fist
bruises the bottom of a glass, its lip, my lip. His skin burns at her gaze, holds the tip
of a bomber jacket. Camouflage.
The green you want to hide in only exists in fairy-tales.
His indignant breath rising and falling, her lined hand flattened against a back.
Bear with her. This, the only thing she can straighten out. His belt now linear, a careful underline.
Be rigid, for now. Make the bridge of a spine your very own siraatul mustaqeem.
Lauryn sang it, straight from the book. Shot it straight from the hip.
Do
it
for
us.
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KUSHAL PODDAR
OWL
Drinking the echo of trees,
my fingers grip the glass grief.
Two deaths in a week bring
family of whispering
together in an apartment.
The curtains part. The curtains
become water, join again.
I wait for the spotted owl
I spotted the other day.
Only the hoot flies inside.
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GODSPEED
In the shower
I have our
usual talk.
God, I say, God.
I tell you
about this
woman I love
and this man,
good one, she met.
I talk about
this bud I found
that doesn't bloom,
doesn't wilt, about
my secret
account of loss,
that I shall leave
to mollify
a wildfire
tomorrow. I
love fire, I say,
My singed skin
sings in its praise.
I say. And
You gurgle
through your sieved mouth.
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BRENDA MANN HAMMACK

WHY THE MAMA PUTS THE GIRL WHO IS NOT OPAL UNDER THE BED
Because the pet crow tracked jam over white tablecloth
Because the thimble’s gone missing along with the butter paddle
Because rodents do not belong in pockets sewed into underskirt
Because feathers aren’t meant to be dyed when still on the chicken
Because the girl is not the long lost daughter of Henri d’Orleans
Because a pig is not a cochon and a fish is not a poisson
Because she’d best think on the sin of prevarication
Because no child of hers needs explore when she’s meant to clean the kitchen
Because castor oil and bandages are meant for people
Because piglets do not need christening dresses made of dish towel
Because woodrats do not belong in church or in classroom
Because pigs do not grunt “Amen” in woodland cathedral
Because the girl ruined those skirts cradling the head of that pig she calls Peter Paul Rubens
Because spankings by hairbrush, hazel switch, and pancake turner do not work
Because pigs aren’t pets no matter what you name them
Because the girl can’t hear souls in wind, flowers, or treetops
Because she is not called Françoise and neither is the fir Queen Eleanor of Castile
Because that sausage needed grinding and she’d best meditate on the sins of nuisance
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DEIRDRE HINES
NO TOPOS IN THE KATALUNA
(no place in the room)
There was a whisper in the room when a bee
landed on the leaf of a white chrysanthemum
that trebled in the breeze above old graves,
where they had buried inconvenient truths
to lullabies of reassuring lies(any toora loora to cement eyes)
around those graves phantoms prepare potions
antidotes to factions of “no place for them”how words mean what we are told they must mean
is says Humpty Dumpty to do with who
can twist words to mirror their own worldview
but when you see its glass is soft like gauze
a room of truth seeds distort's death
as bees trace ancient Greek on parched leaves.
*The original Greek text of Luke does not say “no room in the inn” but “no place in the room”.
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GOD-SPELL
nothing is more like rock than thought
if you think all you believe is truthwhy did they move

stories walk down fabled corridors
tripping through the arcane doorway

the stone that day?

that fact and fiction enter and leave by
stitching sacred cows,

The moon had already risen

starlight brushstrokes desert gardens
as misamic as miracle

and Passover had started

when nightingales sang god-spells
in gardens of blue roses

the day they moved the body.
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BUTTERFLY EFFECT
for want of a word
a sentence was lost

for want of a word
a sentence was lost
for want of a sentence
a story was lost

for want of a sentence
a story was lost
for want of a history
a future was lost

for want of a story
a history was lost

all for the want
of a word

for want of a history
a future was lost
all for the want
of a word
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GOIRICK BRAHMACHARI
A TOWN LOST
1.

Drunk-walks in Shillong rain through the waterlogged roads and pavements at night, running
away from the crowd, traffic jams and newly acquired fascinations of shopping malls with plastic
waterfalls, for Shillong is too cold for Subway anyway- and Dukan Ja and Sha would do to keep
me warm and light my wet cigarettes; but when you search for your favorite tiny coffee corner,
all you find is a big fat retail giant monstrously chic for your taste- and the streets are filled with
obnoxious tourists who come to dirty and buy, as if vacations meant shopping- so you run in
rain- and escape the filth that has taken over this dream- to forget, to remember friends you
have lost and friends you have found to lose again.-you run, you walk, you take a drag, try hard
not to wet your smoke- and those pine trees, they eat memories - through time and rusted pages
of alternate realities - and you walk through the night on streets that leads to sky, neatly stitched
tin roofs, clotheslines, wooden houses that hang on the hills of Lumparing, oh Lumparing! and
further up at Upper Shillong where Phyll still lives- as clouds dance like patterns in your
windows media player, listening to random Bollywood song that oozes out of a black and yellow
Maruti 800 which use to strictly play Classic rock, few years back, until Reality TV came and
danced over the crops of music that this town was.

2.

It still rains when you make a wish here in Vashisht
over apple trees and mustard fields, grass
wood stacked for fire, windows
the sway in the breeze with a creaking sound.
The sound of rain over the river
white winds that cut memories
You could hear snails walk
outside if you lay in your bed open-eyed
after early morning sex.
Only sometimes a rowdy car passes by
leaking strange noises
from new Manali.

3.

In smoky stores of incense sticks
and herbal soaps at Mcleod
aunties get away shop lifting karma
only to be caught many years later
in a strange fight at a Delhi metro station
for eating burgers inside the train.
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TENNAE MAKI
A STUDY IN CARTOGRAPHY
She felt the weight of her head as she cradled it in her hands
not far from her idol form
an old road – rutted and overgrown – wove past.
The dust that was periodically swept up, when a bike or car
drove by, was concealed behind the brick walls that she sat
behind.
There beside the second floor windowsill, she sat
a nearby globe cocked on its axis mimicked her spine and head.
She traced the crevices of her face and ran her fingers through
her hair
such a familiar way.
Amongst the fortunes that the globe beheld. The weight of her skull,
supported by her neck.
It could be none all the different.
To rest was just the same.

KIM PETER KOVAC
SHINJUKU SINGING CAFÉ
An experience that pings the heights
of sweetness and strangeness at once:
an evening in a Tokyo ‘singing café’,
a relic of some decades past,
where young radicals gathered
with band, drinks, and lyrics
to sing mostly political songs.
The current incarnation, upstairs
in a surprisingly quiet Shinjuku
sidestreet, is lubricated less by booze
and politics than fellowship and fun,
an aggressively non-Karaoke ambiance.
Ducking back in after a quick smoke
in the stairwell, the lone American
is pulled to the stage by his Aussie
partners-in-crime forcing him
to join, of all possible choices,
Eidelweiss from Sound of Music.
The explanation, probably:
it’s not uncommon for some
folk whose mother tongue
is not English, in a gathering
where the lingua Franca
(as it were) is English, to call
Australia Austria (and vice-versa),
so a tribute to a down under flower
must have been the pianist’s choice,
belying the Viennese chap
who declared “I’m from Austria,
Austria, the one NOT with kangas”.
The audience of quintessentially
gracious Japanese applauded
our amateur efforts enthusiastically,
and we were (thank God) followed

by our host, an operatic baritone,
singing Old Man River (in Japanese)
a loving interpretation, transforming
our river into an even more mythic one
sourced from the slopes of Fuji-san.

NONFICTION

FABIENNE SYLVIA JOSAPHAT
DURING THE BIRD-WINGED HOUR
I spent long Florida room summers at my great aunt Clelie’s house when I was ten or
eleven, gazing at the palm trees joined in barrier formation around their houses, each
square of linen sky interrupted by the swoop of telephone wires and the hiss of turbines
grilling hot like high-voltage toasters charring bread. This was the Miami I was exiled to
on vacation, away from my father, visiting my mother between interminable Haitian
school years. My mother worked long hours as a nurse’s aide, only seeing me on evenings
and weekends, and I waited for her here, locked in my aunt’s kitchen watching Sesame
Street, learning to count in English, forcefully feeding my roots into this foreign soil,
filling the empty holes gaping through me with thoughts of my father. How many hours
in three months of waiting? I poured myself more cereal, kernel by kernel, into the bowl
of time and learned to count them, “one, two, three!” along with the Count’s jovial
Transylvanian accent. Long hours, of puppets interacting in a new tongue, were how I
entertained myself before Aunt Clelie switched to her soap operas.
Parrots purred outside the windows, jeering and taunting those trapped inside inside the
kitchen where a parakeet once again escaped the confines of its cage Aunt Clelie had
cleaned with clinical obsession, setting down with newspapers and sawdust, an offering
of innocent hospitality. She kept pet parakeets in small numbers inside a cage dangling
from the ceiling, and only wrapped her fingers around their fragile body when necessary:
when they attempted escape. Which was often. Every time she tried to open the small
door for a feeding, one would hurl itself against the ribs of the cage. What was so good
about outside, I don’t know, but it was less the sight of freedom and more the memory
of it that pulled both birds towards the clouds, something I digested with a quiet
understanding. Somewhere, on the other side of the ocean, my father was driving home
or lying in bed, and I wondered if he missed me just as much as I was sure he hated me
whenever I was back home. I wondered if he wasn’t relieved of my absence, of having to
drive me to school over burning barricades during daily political turmoil, if he wasn’t
angry each time he glanced at me in his passenger seat because I was slowly morphing
into my mother, a face he was trying to forget. I wrote him long letters that would never
be mailed. Each time I stepped out and placed an envelope in the mailbox, I wondered if
the mailman understood its importance, if he’d ignore the missing stamps, if he’d
struggle to read the address written in French to a nameless street and numberless home.
Once, I saw him shake his head at the envelope, suck his teeth and place it back before
walking away. The sky was always patched with possibilities, and like the parrots in the
trees, I longed to fly back just to make sure he was waiting on the other side.
The sound of fluttering wings tugged me away from my letter. I could never ignore the
sound of desperation. It rained a quiet drizzle of aqua and lemon-yellow duvet feathers
where the small creature has flung itself again against a door, plumage pasted against the
pane of glass like sunshine spittle. The parakeets kept here were smaller in her palm, and
as the day stretched I watched them cackle pointlessly at parrots perched on low
branches of avocado and Persian lime trees, plucking unruly feathers out of their own

wings with beaks sharpened out of hunger and loneliness. I never knew birds to commit
hara-kiri, slicing through their own samurai armor of gradient feathers. I scratched out
words from the page, then grabbed a new sheet of paper to start over, remembering how
unsightly and improper erasures could be, how many school days nuns had spent
snapping sticks over our small knuckles to erase the habit and instill penmanship,
polishing, piecing sentences in ink after a draft so not to sully the prose. My father’s
distaste for scratches on the page haunted me, so I began to self edit again, carrying
within me the judgment of his eye scouring my paragraphs for errors.
In the corner of my eye, I caught sight of Aunt Clelie’s long neck always craned over the
parakeets as she paced around their cage, refilling their seed bowl, her lips curling into a
soft non-descript song, her body riddled with holes she hoped her birds could fill. She
too must have yearned for a place to call home, ever since her life was interrupted by
uniformed men in her home come to escort her to the airport and ship her into political
exile. Aunt Clelie fed her parakeets daily the way she fed her own thirst for her
homeland, eyes lusting at the glamorous social lives in page clippings from the eighties. I
thought of her old photographs when the champagne bubbled out of Baccarat glasses,
her husband donned his finest suit, and she posed with feline eyes and emerald necklaces
in a fine white gown. Long gone were those days. Now she spent afternoons pouring
coffee into the porcelain cups of old expat friends, sympathizers come to mourn the past
with her in her backyard where the grass grows green beneath the lines where she now
hung clothes to dry in the dying morning light, pinning sheets against the heat of air. I
often caught her gazing at the telephone, longing for a call the way I longed for my father
to call, to write, to stop by. To say, come home, you are your own person, and nothing
like your mother.
The escaped parakeet pounded against the window, seeking an opening beneath the
louvers where the afternoon sun was eating at the screen and baking the hard sprinkler
water brown against the house walls. I stopped writing my letter, halfway through my
sentence. I didn’t even know my father’s real address. I didn’t know my own address. I
had never been in a position to write to myself before, and therefore I did not exist
anywhere but where I was now, in my own body, contemplating this longing within my
own chest. Aunt Clelie’s hand seized its small body with a yellow rubber kitchen glove to
prevent a bite into her flesh where beaks had cut before, her bare brown arm sliced here
and there by the frightened claws of previous escaped convicts, and whispered
something in its ear I couldn’t hear before dropping it back into the open mouth of its
cage.

KATIE TOTH
THE REAGAN BOYS
They gathered at the centre of global finance to stand up for their beliefs. Surrounded
themselves with people who hated their values, despised their goals. To some in Lower
Manhattan, these students from the Christian college near Wall Street might have looked
like fresh-faced insurance interns. On another day, they probably could be.
Today, however, they were crusaders in a culture war.
They came armed for the battle. Emulating the signature style of their role model,
President Ronald Reagan, they threw on their sport coats and pushed their hair to the
side. The boys marked their territory with a cardboard cutout of the Gipper, hoisting
their paper relic and affectionately calling him "Ronnie."
"We've come here to defend capitalism," said one New Jersey native, sporting a pocket
square and Wayfarers as he stood under the sun. Let’s call him Simon in this story; I was
never great at remembering names.*
New York City’s financial district isn’t usually a place where capitalism needs defending.
But this Monday was different.
It was only a day after the People's Climate March in 2014, when 300,000
environmentalists had convened on New York's streets to protest global warming.
Supporters had seen the march as a success, pointing to the turnout, but others in the
activist scene had found the whole thing a little impotent.
Some leftists didn't like the day's over-organized vibe. They were unimpressed with
coordinators' willingness to acquiesce to police demands. Most of all, they thought the
march’s organizers had seemed uninterested in the bigger picture: the role of the free
market itself in accelerating our demise.
So now on this September afternoon, the roads were full for yet another protest.
Pavement usually reserved for Brooks Brothers or Hugo Boss was clogged with painted
banners, hippie backpacks, and a floating silver carbon bubble.
The new march was called Flood Wall Street. Its goal? Excoriate capitalism itself. Simon
and his fellow prepsters were here to fight back.
A circle of gingham and nantucket red, their tribe looked like it had fallen straight out of
a Ralph Lauren commercial and landed in the middle of Burning Man. Perhaps the
Reagan Boys saw their boho neighbours as Satan incarnate, ready to tempt true believers
for forty days straight. Maybe the protesters looked more like amateur Matthews or Mary
Magdalenes, errant whores and tax collectors ready for the Good News. Either way,
these kids had come to stare the lepers in the eye and evangelize in the darkness.

The whole thing — the greased-up hair, the perfectly preppy outfits — I couldn’t tell if
they were aping the coked-out investors in the buildings nearby, or trolling some
sensitive hippies. I was sure it had to be some kind of joke, on...er... someone.
Well, it was and it wasn't. These “bro-testers” were simultaneously earnest and sardonic.
Were they serious? Yes. Were they also raised on VICE Magazine, sarcasm, calculated
cool? Fuckkkkkk yesss.
They were idealists, but worse. They were Millennial idealists.
***
The prepsters' story starts just a block or two away from the protest, at the House of
Ronald Reagan.
On 56 Broadway, The King's College sits in an undistinguished office building. Inside,
it’s a hub of conservative debate. Bowties reign supreme and Michele Bachmann delivers
parting words at Commencement. Founded in 1938 in New Jersey, the college eventually
moved to New York. An evangelical group called Campus Crusade for Christ held onto
it for a while, until 2012, when the university became independent.
Christianity takes many forms in many different religious schools. I’ve never been to this
one, but from the college website, it seems that God here is neither New Agey maternal
life-force nor theoretical talking point. Faculty sign a statement of faith that "the sole
basis of our beliefs is the Bible, God's infallible written Word." The university contract
says "Every believer is called to live so in the power of the indwelling Spirit that he will
not fulfill the lust of the flesh, but will bear fruit to the glory of God.”
King’s is a place where God does not play around.
So it seems a little ironic that every year the freshmen find their school's values acted out
in a Harry-Potter-esque sorting ritual.
Students are separated into one of ten "houses," four for men, six for women. Each
house has their own character and mission. They create a sense of home.
The communities are named after respected historical figures — mostly, conservative
ones. Whisper the namesakes of some houses, like "Margaret Thatcher" or "Winston
Churchill," and you can give an anarchist an aneurysm. Oh, and “Ronald Reagan.”
Members of the House of Reagan (can we call them Reaganclaws?) are known for doing
things a little differently. They talk about holding their members to a “higher standard"
than the rest of the school, giving their crew a reputation for snobbery. Sure, students at
King’s are selected for their houses through fate, sorting-hat style, but House of Reagan
strives to emulate an old-school fraternity system, where you choose your family. So
there are a few extra hoops to jump through. When freshmen get put into the house,
they're asked to commit to a Reagan Oath. Their motto says they hold three things dear:
"Loyalty. Fraternity. Honor."
"Iron sharpens iron," says one Reaganite, a junior from West Coast wine country who
we’ll call...Nate. He keeps the code’s details close to the chest: here, faithfulness is prized.
"We all agree to hold each other accountable in our lives if things get tough. Basically we

really want to be the type of guys that want to challenge and push one another and if
one’s messing up, to lift him back up again."
If there’s one sin this house will cop to, it’s probably pride.
***
"I guess we're trying to get a rise out of people," said one husky freshman (let’s go with
Andrew for him). "But this is what we believe."
Andrew was easy to talk to, the kind of liberal arts student who chooses sincerity over
talking points. He wore a navy "Reagan-Bush '84" t-shirt that day, the casual option for a
few other House brothers as well — but he’d cut his into a nifty tank top. Andrew talked
about his school’s philosophy and recounted just how, exactly, he’d been roped into this
Monday adventure. He was cut short when bohemians descended on his crew.
One man tried to convert the group by asking them questions. The rest just yelled. Yelled
about Reagan's record. Yelled about whether the bros should be there. Yelled about
institutional racism, cuts to social services, and a neoliberal agenda for which "Ronnie,"
they said, drew the map.
Protesters threw a kick or a couple punches at the cutout to emphasize their point. "Hey,
hey! Be nice to Ronnie! Don't hit Ronnie!" the boys cried back.
Cops were far from this patch of Broadway, deep within the protest bubble. An anarchist
nearby had just pulled down three police barricades, stacked them on top of each other,
and sat on the pile like it was a makeshift throne. Earlier that day, a brass band played
over a political theatre troupe, each competing for the street’s attention span. So when
the boys looked around — as if for a parent who would mediate the situation — they
found no one who’d tell the other children how to play.
Nate’s California roots usually imbue him with a relaxed charm. But he laughed
nervously after one woman with goth-girl hair demanded he actually explain his opinions.
Other Reaganites had come out with voracious defenses of the free market, conceding
the dangers of climate change, but insisting capitalism was the tool to fix it. Nate,
though, was just here to see his friends: "I didn't think I'd get into it like this."
***
New Yorkers don't usually see teens wearing "Reagan-Bush '84" T-shirts on the street.
This is a weird town, but it's a liberal one. For the most part, the pride behind House of
Reagan is an eccentricity that stays in the college.
That changed when a few guys started sending around links to the upcoming Flood Wall
Street demonstration on a school email list — or was it the Facebook group? This is a
slight point of contention — and someone wrote seven words:
"Looks like Ronnie could use a breath of fresh air."
Those words were typed by their former house president, who’ll go by “Archer” today.
Archer’s a ringleader of sorts, the house agrees, and he’s one of the more enthusiastic

Reagan fans in the bunch. He has a charisma to him. His words spark action.
So, as Andrew says, "we got the message."
His brothers took out their historic house mascot, that big old image of Ronald Reagan.
Next thing you know, the t-shirts, the hair gel, the tie clips were all ready to go. The
crusaders were about to do some In-Real-Life trolling, and it was going to be fabulous.
They would never actually see Archer out there, although some "Reagans" were sure he’d
be coming by later. They said just he had to go to class, first.
***
The Reagan Boys had dissipated. After what seemed like just a few minutes of attention
they'd been swallowed up by waves of people. "We’re moving up!" someone cried. "Let’s
go!"
Protesters kept moving, chatting, chanting, singing. And then an hour or so later, three
students appeared under a Starbucks window, wading through the melee. Their hands
were full of cardboard scraps. Simon-the-stylish-Republican shook his head. "They killed
Ronnie.”
"Everyone started moving and they took Ronnie from us, ripped him," remembers Nate,
when I call him a year later. "That's when I grabbed a piece back." Suddenly, Nate says,
he was playing tug-of-war with an aging activist, yanking part of the cut-out back and
forth.
"Sir, can you give me my property back?" Nate said.
"No," the man answered. "This belongs to us now. It’s ours."
"I eventually got it from him," Nate tells me. Andrew came over to mediate the situation,
maybe pull back the cutout with a tug. At another point, a woman took out a lighter and
tried to set their relic on fire.
"Honestly, I thought we were just going to go down there and just have a conversation,"
Nate says. "It really caught me off guard."
Archer was still in school. Their idol was a pile of paper clumps. The boys had little left
in the way of guidance.
Once Reagan’s murder was complete, the crowd kept moving. The city was a rushing
tide of bodies, an ocean crashing against the next big thing. That day, the "next thing"
was a few folks getting pepper sprayed while police cavalry lined the road.
It was time for the boys to make their retreat. Holding the cutout’s carcass, they returned
the cardboard to the college, where they would later piece Ronnie together again.
John Calvin says only God decides who’ll be saved. So what's the point in trying to
change minds? It didn’t matter if the Occupy Wall Street crowd borrowed Broadway
today. Let them stay until the autumn evening made them shiver. They’d huddle under

their banners for warmth, kick a soccer ball around and yell "Shame!" at the cops. About
a hundred last activists would be arrested that night, including at least three in
wheelchairs and one in a polar bear costume. The rest would scatter from the threat of
plastic handcuffs.
Tomorrow, traders and finance types would be back. Eventually, these boys would join
them. Internships, investments, glass-lined towers would all be in reach.
Ronnie was dead. But capitalism was alive. And New York City wasn't going anywhere.
Neither were they.

*Names of students have also been changed here out of respect for their privacy.

FICTION

ANINDITA DAS
CHACHA
It was the third straight night that chacha had been woken up from his choppy sleep. The
mosquitoes didn’t let him sleep in the previous two nights either. On other nights he
would burn the mosquito repellents, neatly arranged concentric circles in ferrous green.
But the last repellent was used a week ago and he was yet to buy a new one. He dragged
his increasingly frail body up and pulled out a gamocha that was tucked under a flattened
pillow. Greasy and discoloured beyond recognition, the sheer cloth had multiple uses. It
would pat dry chacha’s wrinkled skin post an afternoon bath or act as a make-shift pillow
or even substitute as a loin cloth on a hot, humid day. He was about to wipe his sticky,
bare back when he waved the cloth to shoo away the mosquitoes.
As his fatigued body broke into a languorous yawn, the shaft of light from the street
lamp caught the brown of the stains that had formed in the inner reaches of his teeth.
Chacha did not smoke or chew tobacco, yet his teeth had begun to discolour. An acrid
smell of diesel, rice gruel and grime hung heavy. Yet another mosquito had snuggled
itself on chacha’s spindly arm. He slapped it and slapped it hard, mashing the parasite into
a bloody pulp. He removed it with a quick flick of his unusually long thumb. His pallid
fingers worked around the small mounds on his arms that were itching to be scratched.
He dug his brittle nails on them. His eyes, a shade between walnut and honey, battled to
stay awake. He was aware he would have to sleep sooner than later. On the previous two
mornings he had overslept and was late in ferrying the students and teachers. The school
gates closed at 8 am sharp and chacha could only reach ten minutes after the gates had
shut down. Though the teachers were let in, the students were allowed to enter only after
a strict sermon of warning. Upon being late on the following day too, parents were
notified by the school authorities. It had a domino effect. The parents complained to Mr.
Singh, the capricious, penny- pinching proprietor of Singh Travels whose bus chacha
drove. He spoke English with a fluency one would normally not expect from someone
like him. Politeness to him was as foreign as English was to chacha. Upon being
complained he could only spit venom at the old man. Only the choicest words, this time
in Hindi, were chosen to convey in no uncertain terms that a recurrence of such an
incident would lead to one end only- that of termination of the driver’s job.
In spite of his fragmented sleep, the next morning chacha woke up at six. Singh’s stern
warning had been playing in his mind. He could not afford to loose the job, paltry
though its pay was. Chacha’s was a pool bus. While other drivers, when late, would speed
up and snake through the maze that Bhowanipore was, chacha had no such ambition. Late
or otherwise he would maintain a steady speed, much like the monotonous buzz of a
bee. During monsoon when the nagging rains would create serpentine traffic snarls,
chacha’s bus would run doubly late. This monsoon too, it was no different. To make
matters worse, when he drove, his gaze would be fixed only on the road ahead, never left
or right. Only the day before he forgot to pick Miss Sandhya, the mathematics teacher,
who spoke broken Hindi with a heavy Tamil accent.
“You didn’t even notice me chacha. You lost your brain long time back. Are you loosing
your eye- sight as well?”

The rebuke failed to elicit any response from him. Unperturbed, he continued driving as
if he hadn’t heard anything.
“I was standing in my assigned stop and watched the bus rumble by,” she fumed.
The other teachers nodded in agreement. Miss Moumita, the heavy- bottomed, foulmouthed, Bengali teacher joined in the recriminations. Last week chacha forgot to pick
her. The students called out to chacha, but by the time he realised what had transpired, he
was already in the next stop, a good half a kilometre away.
“Why doesn’t Singh fire him?” Miss Moumita’s lips curled at their edges as she
demanded.
“As it is he is old and now senile too,” chipped in the chemistry teacher.
“See, he doesn’t even have a reply. I think we should all complain,” rallied Miss Sandhya.
The inside of the bus got unbearably humid. The windows were shut closed to block the
rain water from splashing in. Chacha adjusted the overhead fan. A tiny plastic fan, the air
it generated was just about enough to cool his bald scalp that was handsomely bordered
by a stubborn growth of thick hair, the colour of egg-shell.
“Look at him. He needs all the luxuries,” Miss Moumita grumbled as she fanned her
greasy face with a blossom-printed handkerchief.
“Exactly!” the other teachers chorused.
Nonchalant, chacha drove the ramshackle bus through the warren of newly cropped up
apartment buildings. Miss Sandhya slid her window open to let the damp air come in.
Drops of rain bespattered her indigo blue cotton saree. Instead of sliding the window
shut, she hastily spread the day’s newspaper, that she always read on her way to school.
The manuscript like pages got moist in no time.
“Wake him up,” Miss Moumita cried suddenly pointing at a student. He had dozed of to
sleep and his head was partially jutting out the window. The girl, sitting beside him,
jerked him up from his sleep. The boy’s head had all gone wet.
The bus lumbered at the school at 7:45, a good fifteen minutes before the gates closed.
“Thank God we are not late today.” Miss Moumita stomped down the bus. Miss
Sandhya followed her, the free end of her saree wrapped around the nook of her elbow.
Chacha will have the bus all to himself before he would again pick up the passengers at 2
in the afternoon. He had no home in Kolkata. The bus was his home. After marrying off
his second daughter, he left his village in the Madhepura district of Bihar and migrated to
Kolkata in search of greener pastures. The marriage of his second daughter left a dent in
his hard- earned savings. Not only was the daughter dark in complexion, an
unpardonable smirch in the marriage market; to make matters worse, she had the
unenviable distinction of holding a first class university degree in Hindi. After many a
refusal and rejection, all from the groom’s side, finally she was married to a pot- bellied
man of thirty- five, the owner of a local sweet meat shop. All these only after chacha could
accumulate enough to pay for the dowry that included a refrigerator and a two-wheeler,
among other things like gold jewellery and brass utensils. The groom’s family had

specifically mentioned it should be a Kinetic Honda. Chacha had to sell his small farmland, whose biennial produce was his mainstay.
His initial plan was to stay in Kolkata for two years during which he would earn enough
to save for the marriage of his third daughter who was in standard five then. After failing
to clear the class 10 board exams for two consecutive years, she was more than happy to
drop out of school. These days she gladly helps her over-worked mother with the daily
chores. Far from her gaunt and gawky days, the seventeen year old has now turned into a
pretty and nubile young woman. Her only preoccupation these days is finding her prince
charming. And to help her in her pursuit of dreams is her elder sister. Buxom and a
mother of two, the elder sister, from time to time, broaches the subject of marriage with
timely proposals of prospective grooms. It is the lure of these grooms that has made
chacha overstay in Kolkata. He did have the moderately better option of staying in a
dormitory with many other migrants like him but that would have cost him a few extra
bucks and therefore a substantial cut in his savings. Hence the dirty-yellow, rickety, inneed-of-urgent-repair bus became his home.
Chacha hastily prepared a lunch of rice, yellow lentil soup and boiled potatoes stir fried in
slivered onions and green chillies. The bus, though ramshackle, was a house in itself.
When chacha decided to make it his home, he procured all the things that he deemed
necessary to turn it into his little abode. The first thing that he had bought was a stove
that ran on kerosene. Then followed aluminium utensils and a wicker basket to store
grocery like potatoes, onions, ginger and garlic. The basket would be tucked under the
last seat. Often when the bus jerked a bit too much, a potato or two would roll over a
passenger’s feet. The students would either play ball with it or replace it on the basket,
depending on their whim. A plastic bucket was also bought to store water. It always
rested in the small recess between the driver’s seat and the first passenger seat. This seat
was religiously avoided by all the teachers. When the bus trundled, water splashed around
the bucket wetting the floor. Yet in spite of all the acrimony towards chacha, the teachers
would never leave a chance to tease the old man. It would invariably be Miss Moumita to
begin the banter.
“ Chacha there is no dearth of provision in your bus.”
Of all the occasions when the teachers’ tirades went unanswered, this one remark would
make chacha wallow in the moment. His nostrils would flare and his thin lips would part
into a toothy grin. Even if momentary, this would be chacha’s moment of pride.
“Yes, there is everything in my bus,” he would declare with an air of achievement. The
floor of the bus was thick with grime. Starting the engine would mean revving it for a
while. On days the bus would break down in the middle of the road and students would
be asked to push it from behind. Yet if there was anything that chacha was proud of, it
was this scrap yard-worthy bus.
Chacha was sipping tea at a road side shack when it started raining. It had drizzled briefly
in the afternoon when he drove the bus back from school. A sudden shower, it caught
the passers-by unaware. It made many take shelter under the shade of the shack. But the
abrupt shower helped to cool down the scorching temperature. Chacha ordered for a
boiled egg. He indulged in this luxury once in a while. As he relished the egg, he watched
the bus that stood across the road. He remembered that he had forgotten to slide the
window glasses shut. The seats would all get wet he thought. But he could not care less,

for he had reached that delectable point of savouring the first bite of the yolk and he did
not want to disrupt the process. He let the seats go wet.
That evening chacha skipped dinner. He ate two bananas before dozing off to sleep. It
was the sudden change in weather, the gentle breeze, the bearable temperature, that
induced him to fall asleep. Besides, the repellents were back to work that night. After
many a night chacha slept well; uninterrupted, undisturbed, a slumber in tranquillity. That
night chacha dreamt of having reclaimed his farm land. Viridescent in green paddy shoots,
he saw himself overlooking the swathe of land. Behind him was the non-stop babble of
toddlers, his grandchildren. The youngest among them, barely able to stand, was busy at
playing a paper vuvuzela; its shrill sound piercing chacha’s ears even in his sleep. The
sound was sporadic, occurring intermittently. But every time it occurred, it grated his ears
as if someone were playing the long horn before his ears. Chacha tossed in his sleep when
the piercing sound of a bus honking its horn woke him up. He jerked from his sleep and
sat in the tattered cotton spandex covered seat. The morning sun was still battling to
shine behind the dark monsoon clouds. Chacha was already late by an hour. The air hung
heavy and humid. Chacha’s vest, soiled and damp, clung to his ever so hunched body. He
would have to reach the school gates in half an hour’s time. In his haste, he forgot to
place the woollen blanket that helped bolster his worn-out, hard-as-concrete seat. The
teachers, apprehending that the bus had broken down, left for school. Chacha drove the
bus only with a handful of students. On stretches of thin traffic the bus did about 50
km/ hour. Much like chacha, the bus too had gone old and creaky and decrepit.
Acceleration took a toll on the engine. Instead of speeding it only revved and whirred. By
the time the bus was in Townshend Road, which was really an alley, it stood stalled
behind a long serpentine traffic snarl. To make matters worse this road, though narrow,
was plying traffic on both ways. Hence chacha had to manoeuvre the vehicle amidst the
bumper-to-bumper traffic. It required precision and quick working of the reflex. Chacha
was gifted with neither. It was while steering the bus through this traffic that the vehicle
brushed against the door of a hatchback plying from the opposite direction. A dent was
formed along the rear door in the cherry red car. A turbaned man heaved his corpulent
frame out of the car. Chacha was about to navigate the bus when the pot-bellied man
stood in front of the bus and thundered chacha to come out. Not having even realised the
damage he had caused to the car, chacha gestured to the man to move from his way. The
handful of students inside the bus got restless knowing that they would be late for yet
another day. The man shouted at him. Chacha craned his neck out of the ventilator like
window and asked, “What happened?”
“Look what you did to my car,” the man gestured.
Chacha noticed the dent. A small crowd, mostly comprising of drivers of other vehicles
had gathered by then.
“What to do? The road is so narrow,” Chacha said meekly.
In a neighbourhood house a woman stood in its French balcony. Resting her elbows on
the iron railings she took a keen interest in the melee. Right below the balcony was a
plaque that read 1885. To the right of the plaque a peepal tree had cracked open its mossy
wall whose bottled green leaves were about to touch the balcony.
“Are you blind?” the man yelled.

Chacha’s face resembled that of a dog’s who had wronged but with neither the
knowledge nor the intention. In no time the accusing man was joined by a straggle of
turbans. One of these sturdy, turbaned men got in the bus and ordered chacha to drive.
Five minutes into the journey chacha was asked to stop at a garage. Singh too was called
upon. Chacha remained in the bus. He saw Singh squabbling with the turbaned men. One
of the men opened the damaged door of the car and gestured at the dent. When chacha
saw Singh approaching, he got down from the bus.
“What have you done to the car you old man?”
“Have you gone blind?”
“Who will pay for the damage you good-for-nothing driver?”
It was a fusillade of rebuke that made the old man flinch. Singh spat betel saliva after
each question and wiped his ruby lips before he shot the next one. He spat one last time
before shooting the final one.
“From tomorrow don’t come to work. I’ve already appointed a new driver.” As if this
was not enough for the old man, Singh added, “A much younger one than you.”
The old man pressed his hands.
“Don’t do this sahib. Take all my savings but don’t fire me.”
Nothing in this world had ever melted Singh, the old man’s supplication being the least.
“Clean the bus of all your belongings. NOW.”
Chacha got down on his haunches and held his head in his hands. He remembered that
morning’s dream, of green paddy shoots, of the tittle-tattle of his grandchildren, of him
being so contented. His wife believed that morning dreams always come true, only if the
dreamer does not mention it to anyone. Chacha had not spoken to anyone that morning.
He stared at the bus blankly. The few school children hired two hand pulled rickshaw that
tottered towards the school. Chacha began the arduous task of cleaning the bus of his
belongings. Outside, the clouds had burst open.

VAIROCANA
ELISA ABATSIS
The meditators were a bitch to get out of the museum. They sat pretzeled on the
benches in front of the statue, eyes closed, hands nested in front of their crotches as if
holding something delicate and invisible. If the benches were full, they spilled onto the
floor, forcing the other patrons to tiptoe around them. When the closing announcement
played over the intercom, Rafe had to go around and tap each of them on the shoulder.
“Just give me a minute,” they’d say, the words curling out of their throats syllable by
syllable, their spines unfurling in time with their speech. “I was really somewhere else.”
Before the museum, Rafe never knew that somebody could make such a project of going
from sitting down to standing up.
The annoying part was that this type of shit really wasn’t Rafe’s job. He’d been
hired to tend to the buddha - and to rid the marble benches of fingerprints every twenty
minutes (although he was mostly absolved of this because of the meditators), and to
sweep up errant candy wrappers and purse-battered tissues with a collapsible dustpan
that clipped to his belt. His official title was Sculpture Attendant. It sounded important,
but it wasn’t a permanent job. The buddha was on loan from some museum in Japan,
and Rafe would have to find something else when it went back. Still, a job from August
to January, that was pretty good. He had some time not to worry.
Before the buddha, Rafe had worked the four-to-midnight shift at the Starbucks
in Morningside Heights, making Frappuccinos for Columbia students with extra shots
and no whip and diet whip and three and a half pumps of sugar-free vanilla syrup and
“the way I had it when I was studying abroad in Venice last semester, can you do that, is
that possible.”

He’d chosen the job mostly for the location. His aunt was always on him about
going to college, but there was the small problem of his not possessing a high-school
diploma. He had loved to read as a kid, and when he was in middle school his aunt
latched onto this trait and called in some favors from a family she cleaned house for.
They got him in to Magna Carta Charter, a science high school in Riverdale. He did okay
for the first two years. All the new words he was learning were enough to occupy himcomplicated, tangled-necklace words that dissolved like communion wafers on his
tongue. Sphenoid. Peritoneum. Anastomosis. Mitosis. When they moved from
vocabulary to concepts, he struggled. The teacher would start explaining the mechanics
of a heart attack and he’d just sit there, dazzled by the phrase “Myocardial Infarction,” as
if someone had written it in the dark with a sparkler. He fell behind, and then senior year
he met a girl who talked to him just enough to make him keep trying to be with her. He
started selling his monthly bus pass in order to take her out. By the time she dumped him
it was April and there was no way to turn things around. He told his aunt that the school
didn’t have a graduation ceremony, that they allocated those funds toward valuable
learning resources instead of pomp and circumstance. He said it just like that, and she
believed him.
He still read a lot, but he knew now that that didn’t mean he understood anything
better than anyone else, or even that he thought about anything more deeply. It just
meant he read a lot, page after page after page, like a person who runs marathons. The
words stacked and piled inside him. For a while he had thought he could unload some of
them at Starbucks, learn how to build them into thought. He could listen in on the
conversations around him, like auditing a class but better, because he would find out
what some of the smartest people in the city talked about when they could talk about
anything they wanted.

The smartest people in the city, it turned out, mostly talked about two things: the
heat and the length of the line.
“I know, right?” they’d call back and forth all night. Such a weird and
unconfident sentence, validating the listener and, to a lesser degree, the speaker with “I
know,” and then asking for additional (if rhetorical) validation with “right?” A perfect
call and response for white girls—only now dudes said it too.
“It’s hot, right? I actually wanted an iced. I know, right?”
“Oh my god, Becky!” Rafe and his coworkers would joke, safe under the white
noise of the espresso machine, until Katie or Sarah or Madison (but, oddly, never Becky)
snatched the Venti No Whip Skinny Hot Chocolate for Taylor from Rafe’s outstretched
hand and asked whether or not it was hers.
On an especially “Hot I Know Right” night, which turned out to be his last, Rafe
looked at Sarah or Katie or Madison and wondered if she could see the sweat collecting
under the brim of his healthcode-mandated logo cap. Her mouth hung open, and he
knew she’d worn braces when she was a kid. Probably the multicolored kind that cost
extra.
“What did you say?” he asked, wiping his forehead with his palm in a way that
dared her to worry about germs.
“Is this mine?” she repeated, thrusting the drink in his face.
“I don’t know,” he said, slowly and sweetly, as if he were talking to his cousin’s
dog, whom he liked very much. “Is your name Taylor? Did you order a Venti Skinny Hot
Chocolate with No Whipped Cream?”
It wasn’t. She hadn’t.
“Then, just using logic now, just making, like, an Ivy-League-educated guess, do
you think it’s yours?”

Katie or Sarah or Madison wanted to see a manager immediately. Rafe
summoned poor blotchy Jake from his basement closet of an office, where he took all
day to do the schedule and re-order pumpkin syrup. Jake looked at the floor, muttering
apologies, and kept offering free-beverage coupons from the pockets of his Coffee
Ambassador! apron.
“See, that doesn’t mean anything to me,” Katie or Sarah or Madison said,
wrinkling her nose. “I mean, really? A free drink? That’s your resolution?”
The resolution ended up being ten free-drink coupons, the district manager’s
business card, and Jake telling Rafe that he “didn’t think their partnership was mutually
nurturing or productive anymore,” a phrase parroted from Starbucks’ manual on “Best
Practices for Sensitive Exchanges.”
Rafe left without waiting for his tips and walked down Broadway enjoying the
feeling of not being anything. It didn’t matter right then if he had quit or gotten fired, or
whether he would be eligible for unemployment. It would matter later, sure, but now it
was enough that the air lit up all around him as he traveled down the street a man who
was not a barista, not a fry cook, not a customer-satisfaction representative, not a frozenyogurt ambassador, not an office sanitation specialist. He took the feeling of notness and
breathed it in deep, holding it tight to his chest like it it was something he wasn’t
supposed to have.
###
His cousin knew someone at the museum, so Rafe became a sculpture attendant.
He had hoped that he’d be in different galleries each day—modern art one day,
mummies the next—but every day was the same, standing in gallery 206 and staring
down the buddha.
According to the placard, the buddha statue was twenty-five feet tall and weighed
almost two thousand pounds. His proper name was Vairocana Buddha, and supposedly

he sat atop a thousand flowers, though Rafe had never counted. Each flower was
supposed to contain a little tiny world, and each little tiny world contained a little tiny
buddha, all of whom had just achieved enlightenment. Vairocana wasn’t one of those
jolly, sumo-wrestler types. He was skinny, because he’d had to fast to get enlightened. He
sat with his feet crossed over each other, the moon of his belly waning under the great
sharp tusks of his ribs. There were other fasting sculptures in the adjoining gallery—
skeletons sitting rigid in the same position, their cheekbones straining against their
bronze flesh. But Vairocana, carved of rough gray stone that looked green on overcast
days, retained a small ring of softness around his navel. When you looked at him, you
could feel the little pocket of flesh fading away, like the pale shimmer of light right
before dusk.
Rafe was supposed to stand near the fence that surrounded Vairocana and make
sure some kid wasn’t sneaking the tip of his sneaker under it to make his friends laugh.
But there were alarm sensors wired into the floor anyway, so instead he stayed in the
corner of the gallery with his hands clasped behind his back.
“Don’t smile,” his supervisor, Danny, told him on his first day. “Don’t wear any
cologne or any really stinky deodorant. Don’t chew gum. Don’t make faces at little kids
or try to smile at girls. Never answer any questions about art. Direct them to the visitorservices desk to sign up for a docent tour. If you’re sneezing or coughing, it’s better to
call out sick. You don’t want to distract, in any way. You ever see the way a pallbearer
stands? Be like that. Not mean or nothing, just…” He demonstrated, straightening his
spine and arranging his features into a blank landscape.
So Rafe stood, unsmiling, unfrowning, and watched people. There were serious
dudes who wore tight black jeans and smelled distractingly of spices. There were fullcheeked teenagers in sweatshirts, bussed in from the Midwest. And there were regulars,
of course: tweedy women, who walked through the Great Hall on their way to lunch

without stopping to look at anything, and the meditators, with their wheat-colored,
public-radio tote-bags and contraband, BPA-free bottles of water.
One brittle old man with hilariously big translucent glasses came three or four
times a week. The museum’s donation-based admission policy attracted homeless people,
but Rafe didn’t think this guy was one. Malnourished, yes, but he was clean, and he had a
couple of different plaid shirts that he wore in rotation. The curve in his spine was so
deep that he looked like a praying mantis. Rafe didn’t usually try to imagine the man’s
life, but sometimes images snuck in anyway. He’d picture the guy shuffling down to the
cemetery on 145th street, clutching a bouquet of the neon carnations you could buy for
five bucks at a bodega. He’d seen something on Nightline about old people eating cat
food to save money, and for some reason he pinned this sensationalized little heartbreak
onto this particular old man, which he knew was ridiculous. The guy was probably an art
enthusiast who had better things to do than change his damn glasses, probably retired
and enjoying it, with a wallet full of grandchildren and a living wife and mistress besides,
old bastard. Why could he feel sorry for Glasses but not for those guys who stank of shit
and something deeper and dirtier than shit so bad they clear out a subway car during rush
hour? He guessed it was because he expected people to try, at least a little bit—though at
the same time he knew that wasn’t fair.
Glasses was gone now. He always headed out when the first intercom notice
played, like a polite and decent person. The meditators had drifted out too, except for a
blond kid with dreadlocks who sat on the far bench. Rafe cleared his throat, but the kid
was completely blissed out. Rafe would have to touch him, and he didn’t like touching
dudes. Too light a tap could give the wrong impression, it being an art museum and all,
and a firm pat could be taken as aggression.
“Excuse me,” he said, his hand hovering over the kid’s shoulder. “We’re closed
for the evening.”

He should have said “sir,” but he couldn’t. “You can bring your ticket back tomorrow.
It’s good for one additional visit any time within the next two weeks.”
The kid shook his head, barely even opening his eyes.
Rafe cleared his throat again and told the kid that if he didn’t leave, he would be
forced to remove him physically. It was his first time saying that. Of course it would be
cool to do some actual security and remove somebody, but in the past, when he’d
imagined that scenario, he’d pictured himself tackling bulky men in designer suits as they
tried to pull off a complicated art heist, not getting a bony kid to stand up.
He made a show of taking out his walkie-talkie, holding his finger over the
button that would call the main office for backup. The kid’s shoulder sprang up to his
ears, as if he were a cartoon character. He jumped off the bench and started to run, the
wooden beads on the ends of his dreadlocks hitting his back as he went.
“I’ll be back,” the kid shouted from the hall. “Tomorrow!”
“That’s fine,” Rafe shouted back. “We’re open at eight.”
Once the kid was out of sight, Rafe covered his good shoes with brushed cotton
booties and climbed the scaffolding (painted to look like young bamboo) that
surrounded the statue. It felt like the day was over, but it wasn’t, because cleaning
Vairocana was no quick buff-and-polish job. It took at least an hour to do it correctly,
and Rafe was still new enough that he had to do it correctly. He wielded a boar’s-hair
brush, similar to the makeup-stained brushes that his aunt kept on the bathroom sink,
and a plastic vial of translucent, microcrystalline wax. This exact brand of wax and this
exact type of brush with this exact width of bristle had been used by the museum’s Asian
Sculpture curator for the better part of a decade.
Rafe dusted Vairocana’s eyelids with powder and brushed it around the statue’s
face. The gesture had an embarrassingly gentle quality to it, as if he were stroking a
woman’s thigh with a feather in public or something. The gallery was all glass walls, with

a glass ceiling, and he sometimes wondered what the people coming in and out of the
park thought of his nightly routines. He reached up to clean the wisdom knots on the
top of the buddha’s head, rubbing them one after another, like rosary beads; to reach the
ones on top he had to shift his weight and extend his arm all the way. It was in positions
like these, when his balance was precarious and staying seemed more impossible than
falling, that the museum’s emptiness developed a physical quality. He could hear the
ghost of the meditators’ mindful breathing, like the roar inside a seashell. Danny had told
him not to speak for any reason while cleaning. “No whistling while you work,” he joked.
“The vibrations could damage the stone.”
After Rafe was done, he went by the Starbucks where he used to work to see if
anyone wanted to get a beer. But Jake was on the sidewalk breaking down boxes, so Rafe
crossed the street and got the 1 train to a bar on Dyckman where his cousin sometimes
hung out. It was pretty empty, and the TV was broken, but the girl who was bartending
told him a long story-type joke about a blind man in jail with a porn star, and by the time
it was done he felt like his hands weren’t clasped behind his back anymore.
The next morning his tongue felt drowsy and thick, and on the way to the train
he had a sudden flash of bumming a cigarette off the bartender and standing with her in
the street, hoping that she’d ask him home with her and then noticing the lines on her
forehead when he realized she wasn’t going to.
When he reached Gallery 206, the dreadlocked kid was sitting cross-legged in the
middle of the middle bench, holding a piece of posterboard with the price sticker still on
it. “This Moment Is,” the sign said in uneven black letters. A couple of girls clustered
behind him, laughing and taking pictures with their phones.
Dreadlocks stood up and turned to face Rafe. He looked bigger than yesterday—
still skinny, but more like a fully-formed person.

“I wanted to give you a heads up,” he said. “Because I feel like it’s the right thing to do.
We’re not leaving.”
Rafe mustered a sir and told him they didn’t close until seven.
“Even then, we’re not leaving.” The kid lifted his chin and worked to keep his
voice deep. “We’re assembling peacefully, which is a constitutional right.”
“Well, I’m leaving at seven,” the taller girl said. “I have to see my friend’s show.
But tomorrow I can stay all night.”
“Ainsley!” Dreadlocks muttered, rolling his eyes.
“Do you have, like, a supervisor or something?” asked a girl in a Cramps teeshirt. “It might be better if they know what we’re doing.”
If a guest requested a supervisor, Rafe wasn’t allowed to say no, regardless of the
reason. He sighed and paged Danny in the basement, who came up to face the kids,
crossed his arms, and raised his eyebrows without saying anything. Rafe could never pull
off that kind of wordless authority. If he did that—walk up to a stranger and stand in
silence with his arms crossed—people would think he was trying to fight.
The girls looked at each other and giggled. They turned toward Dreadlocks, who
mumbled around the point for a bit but eventually explained that they were, um, not
protesting exactly, but holding a vigil for the death—and hopefully the rebirth—of
mindfulness, which was sort of like meditation. Dreadlocks believed that mindfulness
could solve racism, classism, violence, food insecurity, and the school-to-prison pipeline.
“It’s kind of like a be-in,” added Cramps Girl. “You know, like John and Yoko in
bed? But ours is reclaiming public spaces to create a collective consciousness.”
Danny scratched his ear His mouth dropped open. He kept saying, “Interesting,”
and bobbing his head up and down as if he were listening to music. He paged his boss,
who summoned the in-house public-relations director, Grace, to come up and talk to the
kids.

“Do you guys envision more people joining you?” she asked Dreadlocks, flashing
her bleached teeth. She wore shiny purple heels with a skirt suit, trying to say that she
was fun but had her shit together.
“I don’t know. Hopefully.”
She took out a notebook to write down their names.
Cramps Girl threw her arm around Dreadlocks’ shoulder and pressed his cheek
against hers.
“This is Fidney,” she said.
Grace cocked her head, pen poised for spelling.
“I was wearing this FDNY hat once,” Dreadlocks explained. “We had this 9/11
theme party at school—you know, for a joke. And my friend Tyler doesn’t usually drink,
but he drank a lot that night. He kept reading my FDNY hat and pronouncing it as
Fidney, and it just stuck, I guess.”
“It’s not as bad as it sounds,” Cramps Girl told her. “Primitive civilizations used
to have parties for everything. Good and bad. Intensity should be met with intensity, you
know?”
“So you’re college friends?”
Fidney told her boarding school, actually. They’d all gone to Choate and all found
themselves in New York after college. Ainsley assisted at a gallery ten hours a week,
Cramps Girl guest-bartended, and Fidney “wanted to write,” all of which Grace
pronounced amazing.
She kept looking around as if she were checking off a list, and Rafe hoped
Vairocana was clean enough. He hadn’t had time to give him his morning dust, and part
of a straw wrapper lay on the floor. One of the old-lady meditators was shuffling back
and forth like she didn’t know where to go.

“We should bring in some yoga mats,” Grace told Danny. “So people will be
more comfortable on the floor.”
“Maybe,” said Ainsley, wrapping one foot around the other and glancing at
Fidney.
“Is there a social media presence? Because we’d love to retweet anything you’ve
put up and show everyone what you’re doing here. What’s your Twitter?”
Fidney shook his head and mumbled that he didn’t do any of that; it would be
antithetical. Grace grinned even more widely and shook his hand, which made him stand
up straighter.
“We’ll talk again,” she assured them, leading Danny and Rafe into the hallway.
“The thing is,” she chirped, “donations are really down. So we’re going to let
them do this, and we’re going to buzz the hell out of it. Which means a whole lot of
overtime for you guys, if you want it!”
Rafe asked, in a voice smaller and more desperate than he’d intended, when he
should clean him, which made Grace cock her head again.
“Clean who?”
“The statue. We have a contract. With the museum in Japan. We have to clean
the statue on a schedule.”
Grace stretched her lips against her teeth and thanked him so much for asking;
he should please clean whenever he normally cleaned.
Only about five people still sat in the gallery after closing time, and their eyes
weren’t even open, so it didn’t really make a difference. He just mopped around them.
He stayed until three in the morning, when Danny relieved him. Then he came back in
the afternoon and Danny went home.
It went on like that for a few weeks, as summer straightened itself into fall, but
the protest never gained traction. Day after day, Rafe saw essentially the same group of

kids, breathing in and out. Not that he cared. It was good money, time-and-a-half after
eight hours. Enough to save for his own apartment and finally get out of his aunt’s place.
Of course there were exceptions to the monotonous inhales and exhales: the day
the fire alarm went off and Fidney told people not to leave and Rafe actually did get to
remove him physically, and the day Rafe realized that Glasses had stopped coming and
spent his whole shift trying to push it out of his mind, and the day Ainsley’s boyfriend’s
dog died. Ainsley was a loud, drippy crier. Fidney told her she was “interrupting the flow
and energy of people’s breathing,” so Rafe bought her coffee and lemon loaf at the
museum café on his lunch break.
When he first met her, Ainsley had reminded him of one of the Starbucks girls.
Her dad owned a software company; she said, “I know, right?” and other things like that.
But she also knew a lot about Asian art, even though she had majored in photography,
and she asked Rafe all sorts of questions about his life and what he liked to read and
what it was like to grow up in the city. When he explained the difference between a
sculpture and a statue, she was interested, and today, when he mentioned by accident
that his mother had died was he was ten and his aunt basically raised him, she breathed in
sharply and held it for a long time. She didn’t say, “I’m so sorry,” in a sugar-counselor
voice, or try to touch him, or change the subject, or start crying again. She just breathed
in and looked at him, and then they ate their lemon loaves slowly, both saving the glazed
crust for last.
He walked home that night. The air was getting cooler, but the leaves were still
on the trees. Right before he cut through the park, a man in a burrito costume pressed a
coupon into his hand. “Do you guaca your mole?” the burrito yelled, kicking his feet and
circling Rafe. “Do you sour your cream?” Rafe couldn’t tell if he was asking or singing.
The coupon was for a free burrito though- you didn’t even have to buy anything.

“Let me get one of them, man,” a homeless man called out. “Please, man. Let me
get one of them.”
The burrito ignored him and danced into the still-open restaurant. Rafe folded
the coupon and put it in his wallet. He hadn’t eaten since the lemon loaf, and he should
have been hungry, but he wasn’t. He never felt hungry when he had money.
On Halloween, Ainsley told Rafe she was worried about Fidney. The other
protesters left the museum sometimes to shower or eat or work a little, but Fidney relied
on other people to coax him into everything. Please eat, Fidney; please have a nap; please
put on a sweater. He’d grown thin and gray and wild-eyed. He no longer spoke, and no
one had ever seen him sleep. Rafe wondered if they should call someone.
“We’re his someones,” Ainsley told him. “And he let me stay with him when I
first moved to the city.”
They kept score, these kids. Their concern for one another was built on propriety
and held together by some sort of high-school notion of fairness. Ainsley was a cool girl,
but she always remembered whose turn it was to pay for coffee.
She left right before Thanksgiving, to take photos in Mykonos with her
boyfriend. All through the week before that, she kept saying that she wanted to take
Rafe’s portrait—a shot of him standing in front of Vairocana with all the protesters.
“We’ll call it ‘Guardian of the Sacred and the Profane,’” she said, laughing.
He’d made his aunt teach him how to iron his shirt collar so that it would look extraangular and maybe create a pensive shadow against his chest, but on the day Ainsley left,
she was so busy finding a clear cosmetic case and buying sugar-free ginger candy at
Duane Reade and dropping off her cat in Brooklyn that she never made it to the
museum.
###

It rained and rained that winter, a cold downpour that sucked out everything
warm and dry. The sidewalks were icy in the mornings, and water beat hard on the glass
roof of the gallery, drowning out the protesters’ breathing. Fidney grew too frantic to sit
and hold his sign. He shuffled back and forth, staring at his feet in a form of walking
meditation. When the pacing started, the buzz Grace had wanted finally started to
happen. The Times came, and New York Magazine, and the gallery abruptly filled with
clean, energetic people ready to follow Fidney as he walked around in circles all day.
“It’s like Occupy, but inside!” one guy said.
Rafe stood in the corner to stay out of the way. When he called his friends after
work, his voice sputtered and rattled from disuse, like a radiator turning on.
These new protesters slept over, giggling in flannel pajamas as if they were in a
movie. In the mornings, they wiped themselves down in the bathroom and headed off
the to the train. They returned every evening, bringing laptops and flasks and contact
solution and neck pillows and all manner of snacks for Fidney, who would silently nibble
a kale chip, like an obedient pet.
The crowd thinned out around the time they put the Christmas tree in the lobby.
“We can’t live forever in the poetry of our twenties,” the final protester said by way of
apology, pulling his winter cap paternally over Fidney’s head.
One night, a week before Vairocana was scheduled to go back to Japan, Fidney
wrote the word “dissidence” on his forehead with magic marker and began to scream—a
high, monotonous keening, his jaw pinned against his neck. There were staccato pauses
between the screams, just enough time for Rafe to grasp the silence tight, and then the
current pulled him back in again. He stood and stood, hoping that Fidney would tire
himself out, but the screams only grew more exuberant as the night wore on. Danny
would arrive at three, but Rafe wasn’t sure he could wait until then. Fidney’s whole body
was trembling from the effort, the veins bulging from his arms.

Rafe thought about calling someone, and then he remembered that Ainsley
wouldn’t like it.
“Shhh,” he tried instead. “Shhh.” It came out jarring rather than soothing, like an actor
rocking a plastic doll.
Fidney wailed even louder, the sound flying up from the marble floor. Rafe
remembered his mother, what she had said when he had tantrums.
Use your words. Use your words. He heard the inflection in her voice—flannel-soft, with
a slight lift at the end. Use your words.
“You’re all right, man,” he said, stooping down to try to catch Fidney’s darting eyes.
“‘This moment is’, remember? Just stay where you’re at. Just breathe, man.”
Everything he said felt so small, like he was talking in italics. Fidney couldn’t hear him,
wouldn’t look at him.
Rafe grabbed him by his sharp shoulders and pressed his head to the lapel of his
polyester blazer to muffle the wailing. Fidney’s dreadlocks were surprising soft, his body
brittle and feverish. Rafe swayed back and forth until Fidney stopped screaming and his
weight crumpled onto Rafe’s chest. Slowly Rafe lowered him onto the middle bench and
took off his blazer to use for a blanket.
The writing on Fidney’s forehead was soft with sweat. As he slept, ink settled
into the fine lines around his eyes. This whole time, Rafe had assumed that Fidney was
younger than he was, but up close, it became clear that Fidney was older.
Rafe looked up at the glass ceiling and saw that it was snowing. Drunk from the
sudden quiet, he lay down on the floor to watch.
He awoke to a shoe, a cheap, good shoe similar to his own cheap, good shoes,
inches from his face. The room was bright from sun bouncing off snow. Fidney was still
sleeping, the blazer tucked tight under his chin.

“It’s okay, man,” Danny said, as Rafe eased himself off the floor and mumbled a
series of apologies. “It’s good. You made it look like he still had a following.”
It was almost eleven in the morning, and he was expected back at three. There
was no point in going home now. He could buy a book at the gift shop and read it in the
café until his shift started. Ainsley had talked about a biography of Stieglitz and O’Keeffe
in her last email, and it sounded pretty decent.
Rafe walked toward the Great Hall, stepping aside to let the guests pass as he’d
been taught. There was already water all over the floor from people’s boots, and he was
grateful that it wouldn’t be his problem for four more hours. Over by the visitor’s kiosk,
he saw a familiar plaid. It was Glasses. He wore no coat, and he was even more hunched
over than Rafe remembered, but he was there, alive, crossing the treacherous wet marble
square by square.
Rafe ran over to him, slipping a bit.
“Hey! Sir!”
He extended his hand and Glasses took it.
“I missed you, man.”
Glasses looked confused.
“I’m one of the guards here. I didn’t know where you’d gone off to. I was
worried, man. Don’t do that again, okay?”
“Glad to be back,” Glasses said, after what seemed like a very long time.
“You know what?” Rafe said. “I have something for you.” He opened his wallet
and took out the free-burrito coupon, checking to make sure it hadn’t expired. “It’s for a
free burrito. You know that place around the corner, right before the park?” He pointed.
“You bring them this and it’s totally free, okay? A welcome-back present from me.”
He pressed the coupon into Glasses’ palm.
Glasses thanked him, and Rafe felt something catch in his throat.

“Well, I’m meeting a friend,” Glasses said, waving to someone over Rafe’s
shoulder. “But I thank you again.”
Rafe looked behind him and saw Grace toddling toward them in neon green
heels. She started to slip and grabbed Rafe’s shoulder for balance.
Then she said, “Bronson!” and kissed Glasses on both cheeks. “I see you’ve met
Rafe. He’s been such a ninja superstar, with the protest and all. Working all those superlong graveyard shifts.”
Glasses smiled politely and said that was great. He took a cell phone out of his
pocket and asked Grace what entrance he should tell his guys to use.
“The south wing is fine. Just tell them to unload there, and we’ll take care of the
rest.”
Grace turned to Rafe. “Bronson’s taking photos here today, and it’s going to be amazing.
He just had a retrospective in Russia. We’re so lucky to have him back.”
“That’s amazing,” Rafe managed, the words curdling on his tongue.
Grace told him he’d remember this for the rest of his life, meeting a famous
photographer like this.
“Are you an artist? Tell me you are. You must be.”
He shook his head.
“Just an appreciator, huh? Well, he’s taking pictures of Fidney, you know. You
might even be in some of them this afternoon. Wouldn’t that be amazing?”
Rafe smiled and said yes, that would be amazing and yes, he could start an hour
early on account of the floor issues.
From the café, he could see Grace’s shiny head bobbing up and down. She
scribbled furiously on her notepad as Bronson talked. After a few moments her mouth
flew open, and she stopped writing.
“Oh my god,” Rafe heard her say, clear across the Great Hall. “I am so sorry.”

She took the burrito coupon from Bronson, and their heads came together as they
laughed.
He opened the biography and read, stacking the words on top of each other.
Stieglitz was married. O’Keeffe wasn’t. They wrote letters. He photographed her face,
her hands, her torso, while she painted skulls and flowers close up. “The female artist can
turn into a muse real quick if she’s not careful,” Ainsley had written.
Ainsley must have mentioned Bronson Richards in the past, maybe in a good
way, or maybe he was the one she found too exploitative. Rafe couldn’t remember.
When he got back to 206, Danny said it wasn’t because of Bronson. It was
because Rafe had fallen asleep. Danny didn’t care, he swore he didn’t, but Grace had
found out and she was pissed.
“It was all going to end next week anyway,” Danny said, patting Rafe’s shoulder.
Fidney was awake, holding his sign as Bronson took his portrait. The snow was
running off the glass, and the shadows from the sliding clumps made it look as if storm
clouds were passing over Vairocana.
Rafe sat down on the bench. The marble was warmer than he’d thought it would
be. It took him a minute to cross his legs over each other, but he did it. He’d never seen
the statue at this angle before, and he noticed that Vairocana’s eyes were not closed at all.
There were tiny slices of pupil peeking out from under his eyelids, like fingernail moons.
The buddha was looking toward the floor, looking at all the people smaller than him,
looking at their offerings and not needing any of it. Rafe inhaled deeply, hearing the
thousand breaths that had come before his, and he told them he wasn’t leaving

KEISHA LYNNE ELLIS
NASSAU BURNING
Nassau was hot, like there was a fire burning just below the first layer of limestone rock. Like
smoldering coals, the foundation of the island burned Tonia’s feet, even through her shoes. She could feel
the flames in her skin. Her chest was like a rock oven, hard and fiery. When she breathed, sometimes the
heat singed her heart.
It was only February, but still hotter than any August Tonia had ever felt. She walked along The
Pier. The bright yellows, blues and pinks of the small restaurants reflected the sun, trapped the heat. And
the crowds of people didn’t help either: tanned tourists and shiny, dark Bahamians. Tonia dodged the sun
like it was toxic, trying to stay in the shadows of the trees or the buildings. She looked at the tourists
basking in the heat. Sitting outside, facing the sun and letting its rays touch their bare shoulders and legs.
Tonia pushed the glass door of the restaurant and let the air-condition fall over her damp body.
She wiped the sweat that drained from her forehead and temples down her neck. She tied an apron around
her waist, picked up a pad and approached the pink family that had just sat down. “Good afternoon,
welcome to Snapper-Jack,” said Tonia as she put menus on the table, “Y’all want anything to drink to start
off with?” The family took their time and looked over the menu. She was happy to wait; it was almost like
taking a break.
After a few moments the mother said, without looking up from the menu, “Yes. Two strawberry
daiquiris for the kids, please - virgin. And a rum punch for me.”
Tonia wrote it down. The woman asked, “Is the fruit punch made with real fruits? Or is it
canned?”
Tonia smiled and lied, “No, ma’am. You don’t have to worry. We make it from real mangos,
oranges and cherries. The man in the back now, mashing them up.”
The woman looked at Tonia and decided to believe her. “Good.”
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The father smiled at Tonia. “I’ll try one of those Kay-leeks.”
Tonia scrunched up her forehead. “A wha’?”
Any of the other waitresses would have known what he meant and would have just brought him
his beer, but Tonia was still fresh from the out island and hadn’t spent much time interacting with tourists.
She hadn’t yet developed an ear for how Bahamian words sounded on a foreign tongue.
“A Kay-leek,” the man repeated, pointing at the word on the menu.
“Aw, you mean Ka-lick.” She walked over to the bar. “Dennis, I need two virgin strawberry
daiquiri, a rum punch and a Kalik.”
Dennis looked at her and winked, “You know you could get whatever you want from me, baby.”
Tonia scowled.
“I don’t know why you playing so hard to get,” he said with a grin.
Tonia wasn’t playing. Gone were the days when she laid herself bare for any man who took the
time to show her attention. It was after Dola’s fist had knocked her nose sideways that she had grown this
shell. The blow had smashed her face the way concrete smashes a fallen dilly. After her boyfriend had
blacked out, drunk and high, Tonia crept into the kitchen. With her face wet with blood, but no tears,
Tonia made a big souse-pot full of grits. When it was exactly the consistently he liked it – very soft, and
just a little bit watery, Tonia carried the cast iron pot into the bedroom and tipped it over onto his naked,
black flesh. While he was still in the bed thrashing about and screaming like he had just woken up in hell,
she ran to her mother’s house. She stayed there only until the next mail boat left for Nassau.
Standing against the railing, with the sun and wind brushing her face, Tonia watched Exuma, her
home, sink into the horizon. The few tears that leaked from her eyes were carried away before they could
reach her cheek. She turned and looked north. She couldn’t see Nassau. She was still a day away, but she
tried to imagine what her life would be like on that tiny rock, crowded with people and cars. Would Dola
would be able to find her there?
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Tonia had an uncle in Nassau and he let Tonia sleep in his extra bedroom, now that his wife and
daughter had moved out. For the first few weeks Tonia ignored the shoulder rubs and long hugs, but then
she woke up one night to the sound of skin slapping against skin and found her uncle masturbating over
her bed.
Now, she lived alone in a small efficiency apartment off East Street. These days Tonia was less like
the soft dilly dangling on a low branch, and more like a queen conch in deep water. Even if a man was
willing to dive down and grab her, he’d still have to use tools to crack her shell and pull her out.
Toward the end of her shift Tonia’s boss, Smarty, told her to stay behind the bar and help Dennis.
“Ain’t too much more people eating, help this lousy son of a bitch serve some drinks,” he said.
Tonia saw Dennis slant his eyes and pucker his mouth. She could almost see the words he was holding
back.
“This shit ain’t right,” said Dennis after Smarty had walked away. “No reason for him to be talking
‘bout me like I ain’t standing right here. He don’t know how to treat people.” Sweat trickled down his
forehead. “He have me working double shift and then trying to act like I don’t work hard.”
Tonia tried to calm him down. “Don’t worry ‘bout Smarty. You know he just like to run his
mouth.”
“I tired of this shit. All of us tired of this shit!” Dennis poured scoops of ice and strawberry syrup
into the blender. When he turned it on, the noise of the blades drowned out the cuss words Tonia could
see him saying.
At 10 o’ clock Tonia took off her apron and gathered her things. She stepped out onto the still
busy sidewalk and looked east, into the direction of where she lived. The town was well lit and noisy but
the thought of the dark corners she would have to walk past on her way home made her nervous. She got
her daily news listening to people talk on her jitney ride to work. She heard about who got robbed, who
got stabbed, who got shot. If there was ever a murder in Williamstown, the settlement she had lived her
whole life on, everything would shut down for at least a week. People wouldn’t be expected to carry on
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with work and school if one of their own had lost their life so violently, and even worse if the murderer
was also one of their own. But these Nassau people took it in stride. Always shaking their heads and
acting upset, but Tonia felt like the fact that they weren’t yelling in the streets, demanding better from their
neighbours, from themselves, showed that they had all grown to accept it.
“You want a ride home?” Dennis had walked out behind her and was now standing close, his arm
touching hers. She weighed her options and decided that he was the safer choice.
He drove through the narrow streets, between the other cars, around the pot-holes carved into the
roads and the potcakes barking from the side. Despite herself, Tonia was impressed by the fact that he
could drive the stick-shift truck, drink a Guinness, concentrate on the road and still turn to look at her so
often.
“Why you keep looking at me?”
“What? I can’t look at you? It ain’t my fault you so pretty. I feel like I can’t even help myself.”
She turned and looked out her window. She didn’t feel threatened, just annoyed. Dennis seemed
like a nice person, and when he wasn’t hitting on her they managed to have good conversations.
“You need to save them lines for your wife,” she said.
He didn’t skip a beat: “Don’t worry ‘bout my wife. You prettier than her.” When he pulled up to
her apartment, Tonia said a quick “goodnight” and got out.
Inside she threw her purse on the couch and stepped out of her shoes. She made a cup of tea and
opened her Bible, trying not to hear the sounds seeping through her wall from her neighbour. Only one
person lived in the apartment next door to her, but there was always a mass of people coming and going.
Mostly young men with picky hair and big gold chains. They drove up in shiny cars or on loud
motorbikes. She could hear bottles clinking and smell cigarette and herb smoke all night. Occasionally
girls would come over. On those nights all Tonia could do was pray out loud to try to drown out the
sounds of them having sex. Not that she was paying much attention, but she never saw the same girl
twice.
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Did Tonia have the right to pity these girls who seemed to have no self-respect? If it was one thing
she had picked up from reading her Bible over the last few weeks, it was that only God had the right to
judge people. And, before Tonia could pity anyone, she would have to make a judgment that they were
worse off than she herself was. She looked around at the tiny, hot apartment. A single fan blew the same
air around the limited space. Sweat ran down her back, in between her breasts, and she wondered why in
the hell she was drinking hot tea. She poured it down the drain and opened a Heineken. She sat directly in
front of the fan and listened to the yelps and groans coming through the wall. She fell asleep to that
sound, all the while thinking of all the reasons she had stayed with Dola for so long.
**********
She was only wearing a thin, white t-shirt and shorts, but the humidity hung around her like a
blanket. She peeled herself of the bed and walked the five steps to her front door. The sun hit her like
shards of glass. It wasn’t even afternoon yet and already the heat was unbearable. She swung the door
back and forth, trying to create a breeze, but the energy it took to push and pull the heavy door wasn’t
worth the payoff. She leaned against the frame.
“Boy, this heat ain’t playing.” It was her neighbour talking to her.
She craned her neck to look at him. “Yeah, it hot for true.”
He leaned out of his doorway and got a good look at her, “You been living next door to me for
almost a month now and I ain’t even know your name. People is call me Cutty.”
“Hi. My name is Tonia.”
Cutty lit a joint.
The smoke danced between them and as soon as it reached her nostrils Tonia’s thoughts were
catapulted back to the little house in Williamstown where she and Dola lived. She watched him solemnly
bring the joint to his lips. He held the smoke inside him and then blew it back out through his nose.
She couldn’t help herself: “I could touch that?”
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He looked up from his joint to catch her eyes. “Yeah, man. See here.” He handed the long,
slightly curved blunt – damp, shiny end first – to Tonia. She brought the thick brown thing to her lips and
sucked smoke into her mouth. She took a breath and felt it move into her lungs. She took another breath
and felt it move into her belly. She held it there as long as she could, looked Cutty in the eye and then hid
her face behind a cloud of smoke from her lips. She did it again and this time felt like it was her own head
that was floating up toward the sun. Then her entire body turned into a vapour and she felt like the heat
just passed straight through her, not having any physical substance to hold on to. Just like how Dola’s
insults would. Just like her uncle’s hands would.
She passed the joint back to Cutty with a soft thank-you.
“No problem.”
She watched his round, dark mouth close around the moist tip. He took a long draw and spoke to
her as he exhaled, squinting his eyes against the smoke.
“So, sweet-girl, you from the island, hey?”
It made her nervous that it was so obvious. She felt her body pulling itself back into a solid. She
remembered that she was barely dressed.
“Why you ask that?”
“’Cause, ain’t no woman is just decide to leave they mother house to come live in the ghetto by
theyself. Unless she running from something.”
Tonia stood up from against the door frame. “I have to go get ready for work.”
Cutty nodded, “Ok then, neighbor. See you later.”
Tonia closed and locked the door and laid back down on the bed, letting the tiny fan blow wisps of
hot air from her feet up to her face and back down to her feet. What would she be doing if she was in
Exuma? It was almost noon. She’d be locking up the small tuck shop she ran for her grandmother and
heading down the road to her house. Dola would be on his way back home from the construction site for
lunch, and it was best for her if it was hot and ready to be put on a plate when he got there.
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She rolled out of the bed. His meals weren’t her responsibility anymore. But the meals of the
tourists were. Dola wasn’t around to tell her that her skirt was too short, or the wrong colour, or made her
look like she didn’t have any shape. But Smarty liked her uniform to be crisp and her hair to be smooth
and slick. The herb hugged her tight, causing her to drag as she tried to get ready for work. It whispered
in her ear:
No, Tonia. You ain’t have to go to work. Fuck Smarty. Fuck them tourist. Why you going through all this effort
just to spend the rest of the day being talked to like you don’t have no sense? Like you don’t have no soul? Like you is just a
tool, or robot, programme to smile and do whatever they tell you?
She rolled the black panty hose over her legs.
Tonia, you don’t feel this heat, hey? You putting on black stockings to go stand out in the sun? You gone cook your
insides. You don’t want have no children hey?
She put on the starched black skirt, the starched red blouse.
Girl, Tonia, these clothes feel like tin foil right now. And you wrap up in them like piece of fish. That sun gone
grill you. You might as well put yourself on a plate and serve it to them tourists.
*********
“Stand outside and look pretty,” is the first thing Smarty said to her when she finally found herself
in the air-conditioned restaurant. He needed her to get customers. “Make sure smile at them, and tell
them ‘bout our grill fish.”
The sweat trickled down her legs, pooled under her breasts. She fanned herself with the paper
menus she was meant to be handing out. The herb had loosened its grip but still felt heavy on her tongue.
She couldn’t bring herself to be the friendly, chatty person who could lure the customers away from the 20
other restaurants and into Snapper-Jack.
She saw a group of spring-breakers walking over to her. She prepared herself to smile. Before she
get out a cheerful hello! A tall, blonde-haired boy was screaming at her: “Hey! Bahama-Mama!” He walked
up close and she could smell the cheap rum of an all-inclusive resort on his breath. His friends stood
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around giggling and taking pictures. “Hey, Bahama-Mama,” he said again, “Me and friends have a bet.
Maybe you can help us.” Tonia said nothing. He continued, “I bet them that my dick was bigger than any
of these black guys around here. You be the judge.” And before Tonia really understood what he was
saying he had pulled the withered, speckled thing from his swim suit trunks and was wagging it at her. His
friends broke into laughter and took more pictures.
It was shock more than anything that left Tonia with no idea how to respond. And while she
debated between cusses and laughter he pulled his trunks back up and ran down the strip with his friends.
She was still dumbfounded when her boss came outside.
“Tonia, what the hell going on out here?”
She tried to form the words to tell him what had just happened, but he continued before she could
begin, “I tell you come out here to get customers and you letting a whole group of them go to other people
restaurant? You supposed to make sure they come inside here!” Smarty was a big, dark, gruff man and
when he yelled at her he reminded her of her father.
“Sorry, Smarty, but they wasn’t interested. They only running ‘round doing foolishness.” To
prove that she was serious about her task she approached a family that was looking at the menu for the
neighbouring restaurant. She chatted with them for a second and convinced them to go to Snapper-Jack.
Smarty stayed there the entire time watching her. When the family was inside he looked at her like she was
a jack-ass.
“What the hell wrong with you, girl? All these white people ‘round here and you wasting time
talking to these black Americans? You know they don’t spend no money!” He looked her up and down
and as if deciding that she wasn’t worth any more effort, sucked his teeth and walked back inside.
Tonia took a deep breath and looked for some white people to approach. Tonia never thought of
herself as outstanding in any way. She wasn’t ugly, but there were plenty girls around who were prettier
than her. She wasn’t dumb, but she had never won any awards in schools. She knew she wasn’t special,
but still, for some reason she still felt she deserved to have a little something more out of this life.
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“You tired of feeling like you ain’t worth nothing?” This voice was coming from behind her. She
turned and saw a woman. She was wearing a long denim skirt and a red tank top. Huge wooden earrings
in the shape of Africa hung from her ears. She was young and dark and had natural hair that sat round and
bushy on her head. The kind of hair Dola used to call ‘nigger-knots’. The woman reached into the
crocheted bag slung across her shoulder and showed Tonia a flier.
“We having a meeting tomorrow tonight for all Bahamians, especially the ones who is work in the
tourist areas.”
“Meeting for what,” asked Tonia.
“You tired of getting treat like you don’t matter?”
Tonia blinked.
The woman continued, “This supposed to be our country, our home and they have us parading
around here like a poppy show for these foreigners. This ain’t right. You shouldn’t have to sell your soul
to feed yourself.”
“This a Rasta thing?” Tonia felt silly asking, but the woman was dressed so Africanish and the fact
that she didn’t comb her hair seemed to suggest it.
“No, this ain’t no Rasta thing, it’s a people thing. Everyone welcome – Rasta, Christian, Seven
Day, everyone. This ‘bout unity, not division.”
“Alright then,” Tonia said with as much sincerity as she could manage. She looked around and saw
Smarty glaring at her through the restaurant’s glass door. “I gatta go.” She turned away from the woman
and approached a group of tourists standing nearby. She put a big smile on her face, thanked them for
visiting The Bahamas and proclaimed that Snapper-Jack had the best conch salad on the island.
By the time her shift ended 10 o’ clock, Tonia felt beaten. She had spent the whole day outside and
though the sun had long since set, the heat was still heavy. She was grateful when Dennis offered her a
ride home.
“Why you don’t let me come inside for a little while.”
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Tonia rolled her eyes, “Goodnight, Dennis, thanks for the ride.” She picked up her purse and
pulled the door handle, but before she got out, she lingered for just a moment. Dennis saw his
opportunity and put a hand on her arm. He leaned forward and kissed her softly on her mouth. She didn’t
resist. He kissed her again but this time she pulled away.
“What ‘bout your wife?”
Dennis touched her cheek, “You don’t need to worry ‘bout my wife, let me worry ‘bout my wife.”
And he kissed her again, hard this time and she had to force herself to pull away.
“You better go home to your family before you get yourself in trouble.” She got out and walked to
her door. Dennis idled outside until she had closed the door behind her and turned on her outside light.
She watched him through the peephole as he drove away and then exhaled loudly.
Despite his instructions otherwise, she did worry about his wife. She knew how it was to lay awake
in bed waiting for a man who would come home smelling like another woman’s food and body. She also
knew what it was like to lay naked in bed and watch a man get dressed, gather up his things and leave
quietly through the back door. The feeling of loneliness that would descend on her at times like these
would make her feel claustrophobic, like she had an old hag sitting on her chest suffocating her as she tried
to sleep.
Loneliness, frustration and heartache were best swallowed in large, continuous gulps. But when
served in little pieces, peppered with smiles and hugs and promises of love and respect, each dose was
more bitter than the last.
******
Tonia woke up the next morning and peeked out the window to see if Cutty was outside. She
didn’t see him, but she smelled his weed. She brushed her teeth, washed her face and opened her door.
She pretended like she was looking for something, or waiting for someone.
“Morning,” said Cutty as he walked out further on his front step.
“Oh. Morning,” said Tonia, “I ain’t see you standing there.”
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“Yeah, I right here getting my head straight to make it through this day.” He extended the joint to
Tonia. She took it.
She smoked until her body vapourised. When she no longer felt tangible she turned to look at
Cutty. Even with the short, spiraled twists in his hair, his gold teeth and scars, she felt a little pull towards
him. She had heard him having sex so many times and had used those noises as the soundtrack to her
memories of nights with Dola. She already felt like she had been intimate with him. She could almost
picture him naked, almost sense how his hands felt. He looked at her and she didn’t mind, because she felt
like her body wasn’t really there anyway. What he was seeing what a ghost, the remnants of a living,
breathing person.
*******
Dennis did not work that day. Tonia was grateful because she didn’t know how she would act
around him. It had been a long time since she’d felt like she wanted a man around. She hadn’t always
been so religious but after scalding Dola with the grits and then moving to this island with all its noise and
crime she had needed a refuge. She filled her nights with Jesus and prayer and they had proven to be a
good enough distraction until she was reminded of how good Guinness could taste on a man’s mouth.
She had no choice but to walk home from work. Before she left Snapper-Jack, she went into the
storage room and peeled off her panty hose. They were damp and snagged. She knotted them up into a
ball and pushed them deep into the garbage. The sun was gone, but its heat was still thick in the air. Tonia
pushed through the humidity and started on her route through Bay Street. She had only walked for five
minutes before she heard a shout behind her. She turned around and realised that it had not been intended
for her. Two police officers were chasing a Rasta man. He tried to get away but barely made three steps
before one of them grabbed his shirt and dragged him to the ground. The other one quickly caught up and
they began beating him with their clubs. When he stopped fighting and lay sprawled on the ground with a
knee in his back, one of the officers pulled at the white turban he had wrapped around his head. The
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Rasta’s dread-locks fell brown and gnarled around his head like the branches of a Poinciana tree before its
fiery red flowers blossomed.
“Stinking, nasty Rasta,” said the officer with his knee in his back. “I know you have something on
you.” The officer searched the man’s pockets, tossing aside a few crumpled dollar bills. Then Tonia saw
the smile spread across his face, but she couldn’t see what was in his hand. She squinted. It was a tiny ball
of foil paper, smaller than a twenty-five cent coin.
“Yeah, see, I know we was gonna find something.” He stood up and kicked the Rasta in his side.
“Y’all wrong for that. He’s a human being, he have rights.” Tonia was surprised when these words
fell from her mouth. She didn’t say them loudly. In fact, no one besides herself had heard them. One of
the other officers put hand cuffs on the Rasta and dragged him into the back of a car they had waiting. It
drove away with the siren on.
Tonia didn’t move, she couldn’t. It was like the blows that had fallen on the Rasta had struck her
too. Her body hurt, it felt bruised. She looked at little stains of blood smeared on the concrete. It could
have come from her. She felt like she was smashed against the ground, the weight of men pressed on her
back. She saw her spirit spilling out around her, the way the Rasta’s dreadlocks had been sprawled on the
ground. How long would it be before she was chained and carried away?
Tonia willed her feet to move, one step at a time in the direction of the tiny apartment. She was
about to turn onto East Street when she heard someone shout, “Hey.” Again, she turned and looked. It
was the woman she had met before, outside of Snapper-Jacks. She was standing across the road and
waving at Tonia. “The meeting over here.”
Tonia had not planned on attending but her steps had brought her there anyway. She contemplated
ignoring the woman, just turning off the main road and continuing home. But there was a strange cocktail
of sensation brewing in her stomach: three parts frustration, two parts anger and at least one part curiosity
so she walked across the road and through the door that the woman held open for her.
“I glad you come,” said the woman, “My name is Sya.”
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“I’m Tonia.”
“Welcome, Tonia. We just starting. You right on time.” She led Tonia down a hall and opened
another door to a meeting room. There were more people there than Tonia would have ever guessed.
Hotel workers still in uniforms, taxi-cab drivers, even some waiters and waitresses that Tonia recognized
from The Pier. There were people older than her mother and others who looked even younger than her.
And they all seemed to pulse visibly with the same vibration. Like there was one current running through
them all. The crowd sucked her in and she was deep in the middle of it before she realized that Sya had
left her.
“Greetings brother and sisters. I hope y’all don’t mind me calling y’all brothers and sisters ‘cause
that’s what we is. All of us is family in this room and it’s time we start looking out for each other and
protecting each other like how family supposed to.” It was Sya speaking from on a small platform in the
front of the room. She didn’t have a microphone but her voiced pulsed through the crowd and everyone
turned to look at her.
“We can’t go on living like animals in a zoo. Or like whores in a brothel, willing, begging to bend
over and take it from anyone waving couple dollars.” People clapped. “We better than that. We come
from kings and queens and gods, and now we here living like slaves. They say slavery over but it ain’t over.
Them big ugly hotels over there,” she pointed out the window in the back of the room, there was a view of
the hotels on Paradise Island, “they the new plantations. And they have us begging to work in them!”
People clapped more and begged her to continue. Her words were like food and they were starving. Tonia
found herself devouring what was said just as much as everyone else. She had never realized how hungry
she was before.
“We need to control our destiny. We can’t change the past but we sure as hell could change the
future. This our country. This our life. We don’t belong to the people who build them hotels or the
people who is sleep in them beds. We don’t even belong to the government ministers who want us be
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parading ‘round dancing and singing and being polite to every white face see! We need to show them we
tired of that!”
The crowd exploded like how Tonia had seen congregations at a Baptist church do. She felt the
rush move through her spine and out through her mouth and she cheered and clapped along with everyone
else in the room. A few of the drummers who performed on the street for spare change started hitting
their drums and the entire room bounced and pranced to the beat. It was like the thunder that signaled a
storm. Sya couldn’t continue. As commanding as her voice and presence were she couldn’t compete with
the force that had taken hold of the crowd.
Tonia realized that this craving for liberation had been growing in her for a long time. It was the
same feeling that had made her run away from Dola, run away from her uncle. Deep inside of her had
always been the truth that she didn’t have to live under the control of people around her. Sya didn’t create
this feeling in Tonia nor in any of the other people in the room. She was the midwife. She noticed the
contractions cramping in the belly of the people, and she helped give birth to the revolution that they all
carried in their gut.
Tonia felt a hand wrap around her arm. She turned and looked into Dennis’ face. Usually, she
would feel over-powered by his grip, but now, with this drumbeat in her chest and Sya’s words in her head
she felt for the first time that she held all the power. She let the beat move her closer to Dennis. She
kissed him and let the beat push and rock her against him.
*********
The next morning Tonia and Dennis lay naked and smoking. So did the city, but they didn’t know
that yet. They had sex three times the night the city burned. While they twisted and turned over each
other, the rafters and walls of the old buildings twisted and crumbled onto themselves. When they finally
collapsed, tired and wet, onto the bed, onto the floor, so did those structures, onto the ground, into the
ocean. In the end, the weed smoke that floated from their lips was like the lingering smoke wafting from
beneath rubble. Tonia had been so engulfed with what burned inside of her, that it wasn’t until they walked
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with wobbly legs and light heads out the door that she looked around at the world outside and realized that
it had been engulfed in flames.
Dola stood on his porch with his joint, facing the fire. He turned to look at Dennis, then at Tonia.
“Look like things done change around here,” he said through a puff of smoke.
Dennis didn’t acknowledge him. He just looked down at his phone. “I have 12 missed calls from
my wife.”
Tonia looked at Dola, then at Dennis. “Well, you better call her.”
Then she turned and ran down the road toward the ocean, to where shouts and cries and the heat
of the fire represented the end of the hold the past had on the future.
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TOLU DANIEL
WHAT THE BLOODY HELL?
When Grandfather died, he died in my arms, not because we were close or because I was his favorite
grandson—if he ever had a favorite grandson. It was an unfortunate happenstance. His large, rugged head
sprawled haplessly on my shoulders as he collapsed and died while he was trying to teach me a lesson—a
lesson about how I shouldn’t talk back whenever he reprimands me—that rebounded on him and took
him to the grave. He had asked me to bend down as he fetched his whooping stick. It was certain that my
ass was going to get the beating but as he was about striking me, he tripped over the stool at the center of
the sitting room that demarcated where he was from where I was and he fell on top of me.
I could not escape him neither could I negotiate his weight from me. I had assumed that it was
another of his many styles of punishments. But then I noticed he was not moving, I realized something
had gone wrong. So I struggled to free my hand to check his pulse and there it was. He was dead, so very
dead like a frozen fish and I liked it. You see, I disliked him and notice why I chose the word ‘dislike’. It is
because I think hate is too strong a word; though if I had gotten the chance many years back I would have
killed him myself.
Whenever we offended mother as youngsters, my little brother and I—aged five and seven
respectively then—would always have to face Grandpa. His punishments were evil like what we see when
we watch horror movies. He had punishments of all kinds in his tank to inflict pain. He never got tired
when he was disciplining us despite his age. He had a bad back too but that does not deter him from
beating us up whenever he wanted to. His bad back came about as a result of a hunting accident that cost
him a chunk of his pinky toe and a slipped disk after a wounded buffalo ran him down after it was shot.
Grandpa stubbornly didn’t stay long enough at the hospital to be treated well. Hence the
complication that developed on his lower spine and rendered him a convalescent. He became meaner—
especially on days when he used his leather clothed whooping stick which he claimed to have been made
from the saliva of a dying dragon. He was mother’s foster father but our adopted grandfather and we call
him Baba which meant father.
James my little brother had a theory about Baba, which if mother ever knew about; James could
lose his second arm for. His good left arm had to be amputated because it got infected after Baba made
marks on it with his hunting knife and then rubbed some black powder on the wound while he was
reprimanding him for using his left hand to give him his food. James was born leftward but Baba had never
really accepted his left-handed-ness and had always forced him to use his right hand to do almost every
other thing instead.
Baba believes left handed children are spawns of the devil. In the old days and truly in recent times
too, using your left hand is counted as a taboo and also seen as a sign of disrespect for elders. Baba like
many other old folks in our village didn’t approve of the use of the left hand to do anything.
Baba wasn’t a generally cruel person; he was just unpleasant to us, his immediate family; at least
that was what we’d been made to believe over the years. James thought mother’s story about our father
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walking out on us because he couldn’t fend for us was bullshit—James swears a lot, something he learnt
from Baba. He insists that it was Grandfather that chased him away with his impishness—the same way he
had been trying to chase us away despite the fact that we were minors and couldn’t fend for ourselves. I
always warn him to keep such thoughts away from his head but the foolish boy won`t listen. He says he
would confront mother and ask her these questions, damning the consequences.
Recently, James cooked up another theory about Baba; he said Baba was our real father, that he
looked too much like us not to be related to us by blood and that he had read a story similar to ours in a
book at the public library. He explained further that we were products of incest which was why we had
never met or seen our so called real father or any other person from mother’s family for that matter. I tell
him that it was not possible for us to be products of incest. That if his theories were true, he should realize
that Baba wasn’t related to mother by blood and if he were to be our real father that it would have been
legal, but he wouldn’t listen; I have warned him to keep his head out of reading such terrible books that are
giving him all these ideas.
Only James had not met members of mother’s family, maybe that was why he was keen on believing any of
the nonsense that his books fed him. I on the other hand had had the misfortune of meeting our aunt Lola,
a fairly old spinster that lived in the smelly old cottage built beside the abandoned recreation center in the
next village. She was very ugly with sharp features, her saggy breasts looked as though they had been
suckled by demons; she’s mother’s elder and only sister and had been raised by another foster family and
her demeanor was that of a person that is always angry.
Little wonder she had not gotten married despite the fact that she was approaching her fifties. What type
of man would want to marry such a person? She used to beat me up and curse loudly if I dared belch or
make any grunting sound while eating. She says that discipline is the way of the lord and she pronounces
lord as ‘Load’ which sounds very annoying while she says any child that wants to stay in her house must
learn discipline. I had spent seven treacherous days in her house before mother came to pick me up; I was
just two years old and mother had gone away to have my little brother.
Everybody else in our village asides us believes Baba is a sweet old man, misunderstood by us of
course. Nobody believes my story whenever I tell them that the marks on my back were as a result of what
Baba termed as discipline. Instead they say have we not seen you climb trees and play in the bush before?
Isn’t that where people get scars? So I shut my mouth and wonder when someone would catch Baba in the
act so that they can believe me. Because Baba was a handyman by trade and he helped the folks do jobs
that could have cost them a fortune for a little pay and sometimes would decide not to get paid for some of
these stuffs; hence he was loved and respected in the community.
On days when he had one of his infamous fights with mother—fights that they usually have when
either of the two of them had overdone the local illicit liquor—they would scream at each other endlessly
but at the end of the day, Baba would retire to his room and mother to hers like two boxers in a ring. The
fight was usually about a perception Baba had about mother, a perception I don’t totally disagree with. He
says mother is sleeping around the village like a common dog. This is the only time we ever see mother
jumping on the defensive wagon. Other than this moment, she never says anything back at him. Her
retorts would edge him on to say more hurtful words about her.
A word he uses usually is “whoring” and he says it with his face screwed up in a frown. Even I
raised my nose at the sight of mother; which besides her usual putrid smell was culturally very wrong. No
matter what, a child should never raise his nose at any of his parents. Not even if they were first cousins
with pigs and they ate dung for breakfast. Baba sounded as though the word ‘whore’ in itself was more
aversive a word than it already was. I didn’t fully understand what he meant of course, I simply thought
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whoring had something to do with the rags that mother wear around. I had never been proud of her—
mother with her deranged outlook—her hair always unkempt and scattered as though she was some drug
addict, she was just so comfortable with filth; not that she looked any better than Baba who only had two
good front teeth that were so brown that you could doubt if they had ever been white.
James and I were lucky, despite the fact that we were ill-treated by Baba and were born and raised by a
mother whose general outlook made a pig look neat; we looked decent just like most of the kids that were
our age in the village. What baffled me most about mother was the fact that she never stood up for us. No
matter how much Baba abused us, mother would just look on forlornly. Her disposition was always distant,
never bothered that her foster father was going to kill her children. Even when James was about to lose his
arm, it was because Mother had been nonchalant about visiting the health center; maybe because she was
afraid of Baba until the arm got infected to the point of amputation. James has never forgiven her, not
that she cares anyway.
So when Baba died, I was not shaken. I was surprised if only to put words to how I felt seeing his
limp body there on the couch after I managed to disentangle myself from the corpse. The old man who
always seemed so larger than life especially whenever he was doing what he knew how to do best, which
was to whoop the asses of either James or I or to shower accusations of promiscuity on mother. I felt like
defiling him even further, like give him a kick in the head or something. Grab a razor and make designs on
his saggy and scrawny skin just like he did to mine. Do something that would help serve as a payback for
all the nonsense that he had done to me and my little brother over the years. But, I couldn’t do it, instead I
just stared at the limp body. The responsible thing would have been to call an older person, someone to
help call the ambulance. But we didn’t have a mobile phone in our house or a terrestrial line because Baba
would not have any of those things, devices of the devil he called them.
It was mother that came in first and saw him. I wished it would have been James because I knew
he would laugh. He would probably dance and sing praises to his personal god of vengeance—a little
wooden sculpture of a man-like creature that he always carried around and prayed to. Sometimes I worry
that James might grow up to be like Baba. The semblance was just too much, his skinny body and his big
head. And the way he walks like he had a limp, like someone weighed down with baggages of emotions and
unresolvable anger.
On seeing Baba on the couch where I left him, Mother screeched like an owl on a hunt for game. It
was haunting and deafening at the same time. The screech seemed like a sigh; it also seemed like a screech
that had been piled up for years waiting for the day it would be let out. I assumed that the screech would
be the beginning of a grief for grandpa, but it was not. Instead she went inside her room, removed her
ragged clothes and entered the bathroom—a part of the house that I had never seen her enter. A frown
had settled itself in between my eyes as I wondered what she was up to. Since mother didn’t seem like she
was ready to do anything substantial yet. I gathered myself and went out to get someone to come help me
with Grandfather’s corpse.
I found our next door neighbors at home—a plump man and woman—they were shocked and sad
when I informed them of Baba’s death. Pity pitched its tents in their eyes as lines of tears ran down their
plump faces. They asked if I was ok and I told them yes wearing a smile and could have jumped up like a
football player celebrating a goal were it not for the quizzical looks that my neighbors exchanged. After a
moment, they looked at each other and went about their business as they helped to place a call to the
ambulance services. I made my way back to the house. Mother had been transformed when I entered the
sitting room.
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She was repositioning Grandfather’s body on the couch when I saw her; her face seemed so clean
and fresh that I could hardly recognize her; I had never seen her like that. She had new clothes on. They
looked new probably because I had never seen anything like that on her, even her Sunday dresses looked
like rags. She turned as I walked towards her and for the first time in ages, she smiled at me, a full toothed
smile that revealed perfect sets of cream colored teeth. I felt like asking her where she borrowed the teeth
from but I was too much in shock to find my voice.
“Tunde, everything will be alright from now” she said. I took a long stare at her and heaved deeply
as the siren from the ambulance gave a distant signal that it was approaching. And everything has to be
alright I muttered to myself, James must have been right on one of those his infamous theories or maybe
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TANUJ SOLANKI
CHIPPED
The maker's colors peel off the pencil; instead of Nataraj a wound. There is no way to google the exact
color of your cushions, but they match what the pencil’s dermis has. There is a crocus on your cushion.
You didn't know the word crocus till you read it in Celan. You didn’t know Celan till you really pondered the
Holocaust. One can go from Holocaust to crocus to cushion. Inside your house grows no familiarity, only
heaps of books. For three years now you've tried to anagram your name; yourself is nothing spectacular
jumbled. For three years now you’ve tried to write a letter; yourself is nothing spectacular jumbled. A home
constitutes itself in its seeking. The price to be paid for metamorphosis is reality. Also vice versa. Let's say
disaster happened. But if what they say about the universe is true, an asteroid the size of Texas is nearmissing / hitting an inhabited planet every single moment. Even inside the perpetual evening of your mind,
the trees are drifting and there is some light in the sky. Your bed sheet has a train of elephants on the
border. And isn’t that fantastic? Let the big world tell you clichés for a while.
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